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GENERAL 
PROBLEM 

I INTRODUCTION 

The problems presented in connection with the inventory con-

trol or nearly any merchandising venture are numerous and are fully 

a:s vexatious as they are numerous. They may be simply statedr however, 

even so in a collective sort or way as follows: "How may we turn 

our investment over as many times as possible and yet conserve the 

greatest ultimate net profit?" 

Were it not for that troublesone "ultimate net profit" proviso, 

the affair becomes fairly simple. It is patent th9.t the higher our 

rm rchandise turnover figure is the smaller our average inventory 

must be in proportion to the sales realized. Tb.is in turn. means a 

smaller amount of money invested and a saving on 'interest charges. 

If a high turnover figure were tb:l sole aim it could easily be 

obtained by maintaining hand ..... to .. mouth stocks of sure selling items. 

Ultimate net profit considerations however change the picture. Non-

volume items having uncertain sales must be carried to round out the 

line and afford variety of choice. Stocks may not be too scanty or 

the resulting pporness in service will alienate customers and drive 

tr.a.de from the door. A hand-to..m.outh buying basis followed without 

exception would man the sacrifice in many cases of extra profits, 

to be obtained from· quantity buys and out-of-season purchases. 

It follows then that the saving on inte;rest charges resulting 

from a high turnover is but one· factor.-in the building of net profit 

and that it must be balanced against these other factors mentioned 

above in.order that the greatest ultimate net profit will result. 

The major problem which confronts us then is this; "How may we 

manipulate our inventories so that a reasonably proper balance of 
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thes~ factors may be maintained-". The problem. involves not only the 

recognition of the point of balance desired but also tbe practical 

procedures used so that this point may be attained. · 

As indicated before we face this problem as a cOill!lton one in company 

with other merchandisers. Other mail order firms encounter practically 

identical phases of it. Finns less like ours must meet the problem 

with perhaps individual differences in detail. 

Although the problem is a general one there is little enough 

written material in the field. There are a few general treatments.of 

general merchandising topics including turnover, but seemingly little 

serious attempt to get down to cases and record practical procedures 

which aim at our problem's solution. 

The impression seems. to be abroad that merchandising problems must 

all be handled individually by rule of thumb constructed through trial 

and error. Consequently there has ~een little accumulation, study, and 

classification of both general principles arrl specific procedures de-

signed to carry out these principles • 

. The result has been of course a very minimum of exchange of ideas 

and experience between various merchandising firms • When the only in-

terchange is by word of mouth this may be expected. 

The resulting tardiness in progress along the lines of inventory 

control is natural. Where there is little pooling of experience and 

no common shaping of.specific and conc;vete problems and answers we 

could expect little else than a slowness in eradicating inefficien-

cies and errors. 
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.As a natural result many firms besides our own have started 

practically at the beginning of ma.p.y problems and have passed through 

painful stages of primary e:xperimentati on, al though someone else had 
I 

already passed thr.ough these same experiments and had a wealth of 

"dear" experience behind them. 

If our present day scientists could not have started from where 

yesterdays scientists left off, we would not now have aeroplanes or 

radio. If our scientists· of yesterday could not have profited by 

the experiments and ideas of previous generations we would not have 

telephones, automobilesior electricity harnessed to do our bidding. 

If each scientist had to start from practically the· beginning with 

no help except from those men with whom he came in contact, how many 

of them would have wandered into the same blind alleys and up the same 

w·rong avenues of experimentation with final progress limited by the 

length of human life?' 

Yet rrerchandisers have been content in a large measure to each 

one experiment for himself - many times from beginnings instead of 

from where scmeone else left off. our sole solution for this problem 

has been the interchange of executives between enterprises. The 

limitations of this method may be illustrated by comparing the 

efficiency of the old town crier with the modern newspaper~ 

It seems clear that unlimited opportunity presents itself in 

this field for the installation, if you please, of the laboratory 

methods used by scientists. Certainly it cannot be claimed that 
'i"(. 

merchandising can be made· an exact science and that the re are- innnuta-

ble laws of buying and selling to match the laws of Physics and Chemis-

try. 
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It does not press ones imagination too far however to discern the 

possibility of recording and classifying practices and procedures 

and even the development of many definite merchandising principles 

which experience seems to support. The definite and logical re-

cording of our experiences or experiments should if advantageous-

ly handled save many in ·our own organization as well as others from 

the troubles and errors we have encountered and finally surmounted. 

It should friiake it possible for tbs general merchandising field to 

move forward, building year by year on the past performances not 

of individual firms but of the field as a whole. 

Perhaps before this can be. carried to the S8.L~e degree of 

success as in the :r.i.eld of science some further feeling of Class 

consciousness or responsibility must exist among merchandisers. 

Perhaps a realization will have to come even more clearly than at 

present, that cooperation is more profitable than cutthroat com.pa-

tition. However that may be, the way lies open with inviting pro-

spects ahead. 

It be·corr.ies an important task then to attempt the cataloging 

of experiences and the development of general principles and spec-

ific procedures in comiection with our own business and set these 

forth clearly in this discussion. our aim would be to thus cash 

in on previous experience and to provide definite methods to. apply 

toward the solution of the ever new situations constantly arising. 

We have made some strides in the desired direction and this pro-

gress will be gone into at length in the discussion which follows 

later. 
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We are somewhat backward in our efforts when we compare them 

to the work done in the fields of operating end production. How-

ever, in both of these fields we find ourselves dealing mostly with 

tangible factors. On the other hand inventory control finds itself 

basically concerned with predicting future demands which certainly 

is indefinite and largely intangible • This fact certainly makes the 

problem harder to approach. 

Certain conditions' obtaining which are peculiar to the mail 

order business further complicate matters. 

The catalogue is the mail order salesman and it tells the same 

story for a comparatively .long period of time. Salesmen for other 

types of n:erchandising.may change their quotations overnight in order 

to meet a change in the market. They may add new items to their list 

or drop the "duds" as circumstances may dictate. 

Our mail order "silent" salesman still tries to sell an item for 

fifty nine cents when competition has .dropped it to fifty three and 

still offers only knee length dresses when the local retailer is 

offering the new silhouettes. 

Quic¥: and unfailing service is demanded by the mail order custom-

er. If he fails to receive it he will likely go to his local store. 

We are tremendously handicapped by lack of personal contact as a shift 

in demand can be often made when the custo~r is present, whereas sit-

uated in our mail order house we must be in a position to send the 

ioorchand·ise ordered. 
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These highly specialized mail order pr~blems merely serve to 

emphasize tbe necessity of efficient merchandise inventory control. 

The task of providing :roorchandise so that it is available for 

our customer nee,ds has been divided into two separate functions so 

that tbe advantages of specialization in labor may be enjoyed. The 

two di visions in the work are designated as Buying and Re buying. , 

The names are significant ana. denote the functions performed. 

The Buying organization decides what items are to be listed, 

decides on the scnrce of supply, and makes the contract which 

specifies the cost aIXl the conditions under which the nerchandise 

is .to be delivered. T.be Rebuying organization takes up tm work 

at this point and assumes the responsibility of maintaining the · 

items specified at the proper inventory level. 

As this discussion has to do with the problem of inventory 

control it will be readily observed tbat it will resolve itself 

largely into a study of the principles of Rebuying, and the pro-

cedures which shculd be followed by the Rebuying organization in 

carrying out those principle a. 
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WARE-
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Storage 

II THEORY OF INVENTORY MAINTENANCE 

It seems obvious that our method of doing business requires a 

warehouse w.ith large quantities of merchandise on handl This has 

been accepted so readily that we are apt to lose sight of the rea-

sons why such a warehouse stock is necessary. When we lose sight 

of these reasons we are sure to lose the control we should have 

over the stock. 

The functions performed by our warehouse stock may be general-. 

ized as two in number. One of these functions is as "storage" and 

the other is as a "reserve" maintained for constant current use. 

It is readily apparent that a warehouse stock assumes the' 

function of storage whenever it becomes desirable to hold merchan-

di se over a pe ricd of time. 

The merchandise to be held may have been accumulated either 

accidentally or with a purpose. Merchandise left on hand at the 

end of a season is usually carried as "frozen tt stock until the 

most profitable time to move it. In extreme cases this may require 

a storage for nearly a year until the next sea.son. 

·-Merchandise is often purposely bought for storage$ The motive 

behind such action however is the creation or conserving of a net 

profit which will more than balance the loss in turnover involved. 

These cases arise sometimes with an opportunity to buy a several 

months stock at once at a reduced price or with a chance to buy at 

special prices during the dull season. .Again on a rising market 

additional quantities may be bcught as a safeguard against paying 

higher prices later. Sometimes it becomes necessary to take in 

large quantities ahead of our actual needs in order to be sure to 
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have the nerchandise. This latter case arises with certain sources 

of supply ai.-id may obtain wm re the production is limi tad or the fac-

tory has a monopoly. 

Ratmr frequent instances of the exercise of 1:he storage function 

arise in order to save on transportation charges. Current requirements 

are increased to carloads in order- to con:nnand carload rates of trans-

portation. Hundred pound ship:nents for freight a:re specified to 

utilize to the fU.11 minimum weight charged for by tl:e railroad. Some-

times the factory pays the freight if certain minimum weights are 

ordered. These usually range 1'ran 200 to 500 pounds. In all of 

these cases of course we are carefUl to balance the transportation 

charge saving against the loss incurred in interest charges. 

Conversely it should be pointed out in this connection that in 

periods Of fa1ling prices, hand-to-mouth buying Of course reduces 

the buyirg for "storage" to a minimum. 

Although the "storage" function perfo:rmed by the ,warehouse 

stock is perhaps the most obvious nevertheless it is by no means 

the most iin.portant • Tbe other function as referred to previously 
I 

is that of a "reserve" maintained and used continuously as a level-

ing agency for an uneven supply and demand. The need in ihis con-

Ii.action is perhaps understood less than the other as it is not so 

clearly apparent. The function is vital however. Around it re-

volves the whole theory and practice of inventory maintenance. 
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The illustration ·given belcw of a water'.:· tanlt forms a perfect 

analogy to our point in question. 

· We have here a water tank with intake pipes at the top through 

which water enters the tank and .outlet pipes at the bottom through 

which water leaves it. We also have an obligation to keep the out-

let pipes full. 

Consider th,is situation. We have as large a supply of water 

as we wish and we have control valves on tla intake pipes. We 

also have control valves on the outlet pipes. We will set our 

outlet valves so that exactly.1000 gallons per minute will flow 

out. We will also set our inlet valves so exactly th~t 1000 gallons 

i:er minute will run into tbe tank. It will be seen that tm water 

merely runs straight through the tank and there will never be any 

appreciable depth to the water within the tank. The only depth 

necessary is that taken to wash over the mouths of tl:e outlet pipes. 

We have here no "reserve" but merely a "distributing" tank. 

It is further seen that the volume of the flON may be indefinite-

ly increased without creating the necessity for any reserve of water 

within the tankr. as long as we can be certain of the intake and outgo. 
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Let us nav change our conditions. We have no control valves 

on the outlet pipes and these pipes lead to water users where the 

demand is variable. We ba.ve contracted to, furnish them without 

~ ~ they ~ 1!,, an average of 1000 gallons per minute. Ex-
,, 

perience shows that the demartlmay drop to 800 gallons or rise to 

1200 gallons although the average is 1000. We as the water furn-

isher do not know when the consumption will decrease and when in-

crease. 

Under this set of conditions it is apparent that the carrying 

of a reserve of water in the tank will insure a continuation of the 

flow when the demanlincreases suddenly without warning from 1000 

gallons to 1200 gallons. The increased outgo will cane from the 

water in re serve and wi 11 afford us an. opportunity to open our in-

take valves wider and increase the flow to offset the increased 

outflow and at the same time build the level of the water so that 

the reserve is again established. 

The reverse of this situation comes if the outgo suddenly 

drops to s90 gallons· Ier minute. The level of the reservoir will 

naturally rise until we reach intake valves and reduce the flow. 

It follows clearly what would happen if the fluctuation in 

the outlet volume was from 500 to 1500. A jump in demand to 1500 

would demand a larger water reserve as a safeguard than a jump to 

1200. 

We may conclude then that the size of the reservoir depends 

upon the degree of uncertainty in the change. If the possible 

change is from 1000 to 1500 the degree of uncertainty is more than 
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if the change might be from 1000 to 1200 and more reserve is 

necessary as was developed above. It follows then that tbe great-

er tbe uncertainty the higher must the level of the reservoir be. 

Let us now complicate the situation further by assuming an 

imperfect control of the in take valves. Sometimes they stick 

and we cannot increase our supply of water just when we wish to. 

It is apparent this new oondi tion merely intensifies the fac-

tor of uncertainty and makes an increase in the reservbir level . 

necessary in order to insure that the varying demand of the out-

J.e t pipes will be met. 

By this time the reader has himself probably applied the 

analogy to our mail order inventory situation. 

If we had absolute control over the arrival of all merchan-

dise and if we :tnew always exactly just what our demand would be, 

a warehouse reserve would not be necessary. We could maintain a 

"distril:u ting dock,", if you please, and merely transfer merchan-

dise::d~rom cars incoming from factories to cars outgoing to custom-

ers.-

The practical situation is hcwever very far from. that. Every · 

factor which enters in is fraught with uncertainty. 

Our mail order outlet pipes are constituted by the orders 

from our. customers. What their outflow of merchandise resulting 

from this demand will be day by day, week by week, month by month 

no one can correctly estima. te. It is true we are able to forecast 
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the general trend of our busire ss fairly well by using previous sales 

experience and modi fy"ing it by a consideration of current conditions. 

When we attempt to break this to taJ.. demam down into the individual 

item demand however, we find our difficulty in forecasting has nru.~

tiplied itself. 'Ille law of averages which has aided in ea:timating 

the total trend we find dces not operate here in the same degree. 

It goes without saying that merchandising is done by indi vi-

dual items - not by grand fotals. Consequently our demand and 

supply factors must be considered from that angle. Sometimes we 

confidently expect a certain movement of stock and then find the 

volume is much greater than expected, or perhaps much less. It 

seems apparent without further treatment that our custon.er demand 

by items will then be quite uncertain. 

FolloWing our water tank comparison still further, we look to 

the supply pipes. Of course these involve the shipmeri ts fioom our 

various sources of Stlpply. Here unlilrn with our customer demand 

we have some semblance of control. We may specify definite shipp-

ing dates 'and allowing' a reasonable time for transportation may 

count with fair certainty on the arrival of our ehipments on cer-

tain dates. · 

Often havever the plans go awcy and the merchandise dces not 

arrive on schedule. Occasionally there has been an unusual delay 

by the transportation company but usually any appreciable trouble 

lies at the source of supply. Trouble in production, lack of raw 

materials, excess of business, lack' of sufficient anticipation on 

our part~ all contribute at various times their share toward un-
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expected delays in shipment. While many .factory delays are actually 

expected and may be allowed for, nevertheless we find that unexpected 

delays are numerous and must be considered.· 

The oomparlson to the water tank is now complste. We have un-

certainty in our control or the su.pPly of our merchandise and we 

have even mom uncertainty: in the demand for the merchandise. 

We should keep· it clear in our minds that it is not the changes 

in tb9 volume or business which make» us eeek protection for our 

demand, but instead it is the .unexpectedness of these changes and 

the uncertainty as to the degree of change. 

If we f'iniah the analogy therefore we would create a reserve of 

merchandise to of'i"set tl:e uncertainties in supply and demand. This 

is precisely what we find 1 t necessary to do in order that our cue-

tomers ~rders may be filled. 

In manipulating our inventories we aim then to maintain a 

certain minimum reserve of stock or "stock cushion" whic~ is to 

take up the unexpected increases in demand and decreases in supply. 

As . in the case ot the· water tank too outlet or demand service may 

then be continued uninterruptedly by draining on this stock cushion 

while the supply volume is being adjusted to mee~ the new conditiona. 

The stock car.ried in the inventory may be classified 1:hen under 

the two headings of reserve and storage. The amount to be carried is 

not easily determined but is arrived at through an allowance for 

several factors which demand consideration. 

We will discuss ihe inrluence of the stock cushion first. It 

should be clear to U9 by now that our stock cushion springs from a 
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need to safeguard our service against the uncertainties of the 

changes in supply and demand and further still that the amount 

of stock cushion necessary depends on ~ un<lertain these factors 

are. 

It would seem then that we must estimate the :Vange of uncer-

tainty likely to be experienced in connection with the item under 

consideration and then set tl:e sto!Bk cushion large enough to cover 

this range. This principle followed throughout the various lines 

creates the total stock cushion or minimum reserve and. determines 

rather definitely.its size. 

For instance we may be considering a line of ladders and 

find by referring to various sales records that the sales have 

been rather spasmodic in the past not seemingly following any de-

finite trend. Further.more, our ladder factory does not always ship 

as they are supposed to. _/.\s a consequence of these evident uncer-

tainties in supply and demand, we may specify our shipment so that 

according to 01r best estimates it will arrive thirty days before 

our stock previously on hand will run out. This will provide a 

thirty day stock cushion. If rur uncertainties materialize how-

ever, we may actually find that the stock is practically exhausted 

when the shipment arrives. In other words the stock cushion has 

performed its function of maintaining service in the face ot an 

unexpected increase'in orders or slowness in factory shipment. 

We may consider the Gyrator Washing Machine and find a some-

what more dependable demarxl than in the case of ladders. A large 
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volume of sales bas ~rhaps helped to steady the demand. Our con-

tact with the factory indicates a continuous and sufficient pro-

duction of Gyrators is being maintained so that the supply is de-

pendable •. In this case we migb.~ consider a fifteen day stock as 

sufficient cushion and. so specify our orders. 

In the examples and discussion. given above we.have assumed that 

we should establish our stock cushion large enough so that our ser-

vice on custom r orders may be unimpaired. It is evident however 

that the larger our cushions the larger our inventories and the less 

our turnover. 

A practical consideration shows tbat ·it is impossible to en-

tirely eliminate irregularities in filling custon:ers orders although 

our stock cushions hold them to a minimum figure. 

However from the standpoint of net profit it may prove too 

costly to try to hold the irregularities .!2.2. ,!2!! on account of the 

decreased turnover. At ti.i.-nes therefore the interests of the company 

may demand lONer inventories a:rrl higher turnover. It may be decided 

that under· exi~ti:og, conditions the. company will .profit more by ex-

traordinarily low inventories than by insuring against an out-of-

stock condition through propsr stock cushions. If so, the policy 

is carried out by cutting down the cushions and then shouldering 

ul aJ the troubles which res t more frequently tnen before from an out-

of-stock condition on various items. This situation usually obtains 

in a per:i.o:l of continuously falling prices or when such a period 

seems imminent. A scanty stock pa rm.its replacement at lower prices 

and net pl':>fit is affected in major proportions. 
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Whatever t~ stock cushion decided upon however, it becomes 

the average low point of the inventory reserve. This much is ob-

vious. The average high point is naturally this stock cushion 

plus the amount of merchandise brought in at any one time. The 

inventory will then range between those two points. 

We are now able to see that the size of the reserve section 

of our invento -ry depends on the stock cushion and the amount cus-

tomarily brought in in one shipment. This will be discussed in 

detail further on. 

As brought out several :r;ages previously a part of our ware-

house stock is carri~d as storage both accidentally and purpose-

ly. The amount that is carried this way is hardly as subject to 

rules and plans as is the "reserve" section. 

The overstock accumulated involuntarily is a result of esti-

mates which prove larger than the actual demand so that an excess 

over current requirements exists. It may consist of items still 

listed in our catalogue or of items which have been discontinued. 

In any case however they are carried only long enough to dispose 

of them in the most profitable way. Consid~rable effort is spent 

toward reducing these unintentional overstocks and more detailed 

description Of the methods used will be g 01e into later. Needless 

to say the best method of reducing these overstocks is by prevent-

ing them. This merely harks back to the fundamental function of 

rebuying which is to purchase the correct amount at the correct 

time. Most of the attention in this general discussion will be 

given to a consideration as to how we may do that very thing. 
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Although the amounts of nerchandis·e which appear as Un.inten-

ti onal overstocks are not generally determinable in advance, the 

amounts of merchandise put purposely as storage into the inventory. 

are naturally determinable. The creation of them is governed by 

no particular principles however except that of se:tzing extra net 

proti. ts whenever possible. We cannot say then just how large our 

section of storage should be as the opportunities f'or special pur-

chases and the necessity for special coverages come often unexpect-

edly. It is trm the buying offices who control most of the pur-

chases of this type do try to plan ahead on them as much as possi-

ble. It is evident however that a certain elasticity in the bounds 

of the inventory storage must exist so that opportunities may be 

taken advantage of when trey present themselves. 

Sometimes however the regular plan for rebuying includes the 

aacumulation of a to rage on ace ount of carload transportation sav-

ings and related economies as described previously. These may be 

planned for in advance usually and allowed for in tm storage sec-

ti on. 

·.It is difficult som.eti:rras to detenni:m offhand whether a plir-

chase entaili~ storage Will be ultimately profitable. Th.a imme-
i' diate savings in the purchase price or transportation charges must 

be balanced against ihe loss in interest, warehouse expense, poss-

ible shrinkages, and liability for further market change in price 

or improvement in product. It is also difficult sometimes to de-

termina the ultimate comparative profit in liquidatill$ or holding 

overstocks, ·for similar reasons. 
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We will con tent ourselves here with pointing out the necessity 

for a study of these factors entering into the storage question 

as each individual problem arises. The correct answer cannot be 

arrived at in an' offhand way. 

A discussion at the factors governing the establishing and 

sizing of inventories would hardly be complete without sona con-

sideration of the troubles which arise from inventories which are 

size~improperly. This consideration may at least emphasize the 

necessity of correctly understanding the principles of rebuying 

'~, under consideration and the extreme importance of establishing 

practical procedures which will actually control the factors:: and 

carry tbe principles of control into positive execution. 

I 

We have already referred in a general, way to sone of the ae 

troubles which have to do with overstocks - not however understocks 

which are important also. 

If our invento:cy on certain items is too small the stock will 

be exhausted an.i an out-of-stock condition will prevail until a 

new shipment is received. Very definite losses occur as a result 

of not being able to fill the customers orders when received. Let 

us examine the several methods of meeting this situation. 

Perhaps the most prof'i table and satisfactory handling lies 

in either a good substitution or a short delay in order to furnish 

too merchandise ordered. Just which is the best depends on the 

circumstances o 

A good substitution ve~ often means that the article substi-
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tuted costs the company more than the article ordered al though ot·. 

course less than the selling price. There. is an, actual loss although 

the selling price is above coat. The loss lies in the fact that the 

·prof'! t is not ~ great as it would have been if tile article ordered 

had been available. This constitutes a shrinkage in the profit to 

the an.cunt of the difference between the two costs.· Even substi tu-

tions which do not involve a difference in cost pr.Lees cause addition-

al expense· in handling as described below and therefore cause a loss. 

Many times a "shiplatern is nnde on an item out of stock. This 

means simply the t.ransferral of the item out of stock onto a delayed 

order form to be shipped later when the merchandise arrives. This 

many tilm s involves the least trouble as there is no direct profit 

shrinkages to consider and the customer receives what he ordered. 

The special handling necessary however' entails a loss as described 

below. Also addi tionel prepaid postage charges are incurred. . When 

a light item is shipped with otber merchandise on the original order, 

its share of the transportation charges is comparatively small par-

ticularly if shipment is by freight. A delayed item shipped alon~. 

usually incurs a higher transportation charge. The difference be-

tween the . two charges is tbm a direct loss chargeable to the out-

of-sto ck condition. 

Inasmuch as orders may not be shiplatered tor more then ten days, 

and inasmuch as proper substitutions many times may not be possible, 

we are faced with the possible loss of a sale. In such case we 

attempt to pickup the saim or similar merchandise from some local 

or nearby wholesale house or factory. Whenever a pickup is made 

a price is paid higher usually thin. the price 
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at our regular source. The difference in cost of course represents 

a: loss.·· 

If no substitutions are possible, no shipment will arrive with-

in ten days am even pickups cannot be made, the order must be omitt-

ed and the custoner's money returned to him. This will .happen also 

even if a shipment is scheduled to arrive within ten days if the 

value of the merchandise in question is less then $1.00 .Orders less 

than $1.do it has been considered do not involve enough profit 

to justify the trouble and expense of handling a delayed order. 

It is apparent that an omission means a loss of the entir'e profit 

on the transaction as well as a wasted expense in handling the order. 

Loss through extra expense of special handling should not be 

overlooked when considering the troubles resulting from an out-of-

stock condition. All orders involving shiplaters, substitutions 

and omissions, collectively called "merchandise irregul.8.rities" 

must pass through special procedures for handling. All of them 

require a system to provide proper authorization and censorship. 

Furthermore they all require a system to provide the oustonar 

with· proper notification. 

In addition substitutions and omissions require that they be 

properly recorded on the sales records so that the true demand for 

the i:tem may be known. .Also shipla.ters require a filing system 

and a rehandling when the shipmnt is finally made. Other added 

operating expenses also enter in such as the transfer of stocks 

on substitutions from bin to bin and the repreparation of substi-

tuted merchandise. 
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A large m:iasu:re of confidence in us must be had by the 

custoine.r for him to do business with us at long distance. Not 

only must he trust our integrity and good intentions but also 

our ability to give the service we advertise. -Experience has 

shown us that it requires but one or two instanc.es of unsatis-

factory service to tear down in a certain custon:e rs mind a con-

fidence and good will built up through many years of dealing. 

When the cus toner does not receive almost immediately 

exactly what he ordered he is inclined to forget the large 

I_, number of times he has been served :pe rfedtly and instead allow 

his present disappointment to f'ill his horizon. 

Sometimes a ru.bsti tutian. made al though it would please 

the majority dee s not please him. A shiplater might be acceptable 

to most people but is not to him at least at that moment. .An 

omission means that his trouble and waiting have Qone for 

naught and he must delay further or else buy elsewhere at 

perhaps a higher price. 

At ap.y rate he is disappointed and justly so. We advertise 

prompt service aid he is justified in expecting to receive ex-

actly what he ordered by return mail, freight or express. 

It is not a far fetcl:e d thought that our biggest loss from 

an out of stock condition lies in the orders which as a result we ------ -- - --
.9£. not receive • 

A mail order business is one which reaps the crop as sown 

in fbrmer years. The future must therefore be looked to and::not 
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present profit alone. We must be more than careful that the sav-

ing of a penny now may not result in the loss of a dollar ultimate-

ly. The inherent intangibility of Good Will necessitates a more 

zealous guardianship of it than if it were more material and mea-

·surable. It may be measured to a certain extent by the volllIIe of 

complaints we receive and merchandise returned. This measure is 

not con:q>lete ho.vever as there are complaints which the custarer 

never puts on paper. Motwi thstandi~ this they are none the less 

real and are usually passed on to the neighbors. 

The impossibility then of gu.aging the final effect of mer-

.cbandia e "1rregula.ri ties" on cnr customers -makes it doubly esaen-

ti al to hold irregularities at a lav level so that Good Will, the 

mainspring of cur existence, if you please, mey be maintained at 

. al 1 hazards. 

There is a natural universal tendency to sacrifice the future 

for the present and this tendency is not absent in the manipula-

tion of our inventories. However, a forward looking policy is 

surely reqµired in our activities in order to further strengthen 

tbe imrchandising ~tructure which we have inherited. 

The table which follows will give som idea as to the number 

of irregularities experienced at one of the mail order branch 

houses for the- last si:x: months of 1929 as compared with. the num-

ber of custone rs tickets handled. It Will also show the relative 

amounts of tbe three classes or out-of-stock irregularities, ship-

laters, substitutions and omissions. 
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(Approximate Figures) 
Month hiplaters Substitutions Omissions Total % to Ticket,~ 

July 8 500 3 200 4 000 l.50 

August 15 000 5 500 7 600 1.75. 
-·~ . 

Septemb4 trll 000 3 mo 4 300 l.&> 

October 12 200 3 100 3 600 l.00 

Movembe: 11 900 3 400 3 700 l.15 

DecembeJ ~o 8 700 8 900 . 1.25 

TROUBLFS A oompa.rison of the losses which actually can be measured 
FROM 
OVEBSIDCKS has always shown that losses from overstocks are far in excess 

of the losses fromunderstocks and constitute cOllsiderably more 

than a nominal figure. A study of the~ is naturally then· an im-

portant part of the consideration. of our nerchandise problems. 

By overstocks we mean that amount of nerchandi se wh.1 ch is over 

and above the current needs or the "Reserve". For convenience 

in considering its problems, overstock bas been divided into four 

general classificatiOlls. The first consists of items which a:re 

listed in the current regular catalogues. Class ~tW()·· is composed 

of f'onn.erly listed 1 tema which are not in a current catalogue but 

which will be listed in the next one. Class three· contains i tem.s 

listed in a previous book but not now listed and not scheduled for 

a fUtu.re relisting. Class four consists of' items bought for some 

:reason 1n advance ibr use in a succeeding catalogue ~riod. 

In a preVioua section of ihis discussion it was brought out 

that overstocks called upon the inventory to perform a ta.nction 

of storage and that they were both accumulated and held both pur-
,. / 

posely and unintentionally. It seems clear that Class -four is 
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both accumulated and held purposely. Class three is both accu-

mu.lated and held tu1intenti onally. Class .:two· is accumulat·ed 
I 

by accident but held on purpose. Class -one- may be both accumu-

lated and. held. either unintenti ontlly or purposely. 

In any case however the direct loss from which an overstock 

o.ondi tion cannot escape is the interest on the money invested in 

the overstock. This interest charge must be more than compensated 

for in reduced ccs ts or a valuable equivalent in order to justify 

an intentional accumulation of overstock. Instances of this were 

given in a foregoing section regarding the. storage function of 

the inventory. On those overstocks accumul~ted unintentionally 

however, the loss is not compensated for arilcontinues until the 

overstock is removed. Usually such a removal is forced there-

fore as quickly as possible .• 

A forced removal of the overstock is sometimes not desirable 

when a natural rem.oval ·will take place through custom rs orders 

in tl.E course o-:r time. The desirability 1% determined by balanc-

in.g the loss in interest against the losses entailed by a· ~oroed 

removal as expiaine d la te.r. 

This condition~ exist then in Class one and Class two as 

they contain items to be relisted. Neither Class one ove.rstocks 

on items not to be dropped nor any of Class three can be removed 

in a natural way as 1hey are not: heing,::relisted:'am -there~ore must 

be· forced out. 

We find then that there a.re overstocks in Class one and three 

•. 
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which must be forced out regardless of the loss involved as there 

is no natural way of moving them. We also find there are over-

stocks in Class one and two which VIill finally move out naturally 

and therefore shruld be forced cut only if the interest charge 

to carry them is greater than the losses incident to the forced 

selling. 

Shrinkages in The losses incurred by forced selling of overstocks may be ar-
Profi t through 
forced Liqui- bi trarily classified accordirg to the nathods used in liquidating. 
dation 

Those items listed in current catalogues may be transferred to 

sone other branch house vmich is in need of them. The charges are 

adjusted so that the buying house pays exactly the sanie as if they 

had ordered from the factory. This means a loss to the selling 

house of wasted handling charges and usually some loss in transpor-

tation charges involved in deliver~ng to the buying house. 

The Retail Stores connected with the mail order firm form a 

natural outlet for a large portion of the overstocks which are sea-

sonable. Many times however the end of the season is near and a 

reduction in s~lling prices is necessary in order to move the 

volume in question. In ruch a case the mail order branch will 

assume tre loss necessary by reducing the cost so the Retail Stores 

may maintain their regular nnrkup and yet sell at a reduced price. 

The mathod of forcing liquidation which results usually in 

the least actual loss i:s through substitution. Where the over-

stocked item forms an excellent substitute for another 
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1isted item we may intentionally allow the stock on the latter 

item to run out so that a substitution may be made and the over-

stock reduced. The loss involved in substitutions was explained 

in the section devoted to losses ihrough understock. The same 

loss is eXJ.)9 rienced he re • 

When the otm r methods ar forcing liquidation prove inade-

quate tm selling to jobbers and small retailers may be resorted 

to. Job lot selling is limited almost entirely to Class three 

or discontinued ,items. In nearly all cases a substantial cut 

under the original cost is ne oessary before a job sale can be 

made. These "job losses" are usually s.o large that care should 

be taken to press the other methods of liquidation in preference 

to jobbing. 

Stocks carried into a falling market may be replaced at less 

money. It is evident "therefore that overstocks prevent a quick 

use of lower costed merchandise and cause an actual loss equal 

to the amount of the drop in th9 market. 

Where· a f~11ing nnrkat is encountered good merahandising 

practise requires a close hand to mouth basis of inventory man-

ipulation. The storage section of the stock must be reduced in 

every possible way. Even extra profits offered by sources of 

supply in tm way of special discounts for quantity and out-of-

season purchases must be viewed with suspicion as these extra 

"profits" have been kn.own to dwindle into losses by the tina the 

liquidation period had arrived. Unintentional overstocks ordi-

narily held for future regular use must be removed if possible 
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without loss so ihat re buys may be made at lower prices. 

Under such conditions even the Reserve set up to insure 

the filling of all orders may be reduced to some extent so that 

lower costs ma.Y make it possible to lower catalogue prices. How-

ever, this should not be carried far enough that· the service to 

cus to!!B rs is seriously impaired. 

The carrying of extra stocks is expensive from a physical 

viewpoint. The warehousd.ng problems presented are numerous. 

Mot only is rent involved but also a certain anount of extra 

handling. Sometimes the proper conservation end allotment of 

space in a limited'warehouse area demands a shift in the arrange-

ment of merchandise from time to time. Overstocks naturally 

increase the cost at such moves~ Much of th is ~ rchandise must 

be counted :periodically also and this e:X:pense is added to the 

total. 

Tbs maintenance of the i nven'fx> r'J" level at such a point 

that tm highest ultimate net profit for the company may be 

realized bas been stated previously as being the :t'uncti on of 

rur Rebuying activity. In manipulating Otn" stocks we i'illl two 

opposing tendencies which must be reconciled. The one demands 

' that tba stocks be kept at an exceedingly low point so that the 

investn:e nt be as small as possible. The other is that the stocks 

be kept at a com.parati vely high level so that no out-of-stock con-

di ti on will prevail. A compromise between the two must be nnde 

of ro urse as stocks large enough to absorb all of the unexpected 

increases in demand would put the inventory at such a high level 
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that tm cost would be out of proportion to the benefits de..:. 

rived. 

There is a middle ground which allows reserve stock so that 

the irregularities are kept reasonably low and yet will allow a 

reasonable turnover on the investment. A co:rrec~ policy provides 

an occupation o:f' this middle ground. Perhaps the tenn. middle ·1s 

hardly apt as the position usually taken on ihis matter is hardly 

midway, but is rather on tm side of plentiful stocks and excell-

ent service to customers. It is recognized tba t profits depend 
G, 

upon sales and that sales cannot be made withoo. t merchandise on 

hand to sell. 

Exactly where in this middle ground we are e2~cted to take 

our position is determined by Home Office Executive decision and 

is expressed in the bu~get sheets through specific performance be-

ing asked for. A further treatment of budget building follows in 

a later section. · Suffice it to say in this connection that the 

tumove r figure asl<:ed for and "the irregularity figure asked for 

bear a relation one to the other. If in a falling market an e:x:-

traor.dinarily high turnover figure is budgeted, we f'ind at the 

same time that the figure f'or irregularities is also increased· to 

some extento If' lower turns are expected, we find a lower rate 

of irregular! ties to be met also. 

The setti:r.g of these budget figures defines clearly the tar-

get at which we are to aim and f'urnisms a goal to strive for which 

acts as a spur to best efforts. 
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Necessarily budget figures are set up in advance of the 

period concerned. OWin.g in the involved nature of many of the 

considerations, considerable time is constnned in constructing 

these budgets. Conditions are naturally changing constantly. 

So many times certain elements of the budget may be incorrect 

almost as soon as it is in use. The only remedy for this is to 

revise the budget frequently, :perhaps, every two months. 

In as much as our present budget period is si~ months long 

it becmms necessary to modify the budget figures through in-

structions from the General Merchandise office whenever a. change 

in conditions necessitates:. a change in mrchandis ing policies. 

Such· changes may come either in the market or in the nature of 

the cu.s tO!D3r demand. This in effeot revises the key figures 

in the budget to meet current conditions. 

Good mrchandising always demands a quick shift of position 

or policy from time to time. A rudget is after all but a guide 

to better performances ani if a.~consideration of greater ultimate 

net profit demands a·modification of the budget our system is 

certainly elastic enrugb. so that profits may be conserved and 

increased al though tm budget performance is not met. 



FON CTI ON 

III BUDGET ]I GURES 

In tbe foregoing chapters it has been pointed out that 

in order to realize the greatest net profit possible, it be-

comes necessary.to set up certain goals to strive toward, which, 

if reached w:i.11 set tlB level of inventory a.t the proper point. 

These goals a.re set by means of a merchandise budget every six 

months. Tb.a principal budget figure is that which sets the turn-

over desired for tb3 t~nover really dictates the merchandise per-

formance •. Although the irregularity performance is largely con-

sequent to the setup for turnover as explaired before, a budget 

figure is furnished so that tb3 matter may be approached in a very 

definite and direct way •. A budget figure is a.lso set in connect-

ion with the various shrinkages which result from errors in mer-

chandising. The nature of these shrinkages we.s;, discussed in 

connection with merchandise irregularities in a previous section. 

It is true the total shrinkage figure as shown on the budget 

sheet does contain elements other than merchandising ones. The 

purpose of the figure remains the same however regardless of the 

elements contained and the functions of setting and maintaining 

a budget figu~ for shrinkage remains a vital one in accomplish-

ing our roo rchandis e :pe rtonnance. 

Tbe :lhncti on performed by budg~t figures has been raths r 

clearly .indicated in 'the last of :the preceding section as being 

the setting of a target at which to aim and a.t the aaioo time, if 

a change in the nataphor be permitted, to erect a barometer by 
• I • . 

which we nay.tell our exact position in relation to our final 

pe rtormance reached for. 
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It may be thought in sane quarters that the setting of 

budget figures is a waste of effort and that if "we do our 

best to merchandise well" no more can. be expected. This theory 

however assumes we will ar:d can do our best without the aid of 

a spur. This is hardly true as the continuity of achievment 

shows that we are never doing 01r best and it needs but the 

pointing OUD of new upward trails and the establishing of 

guide posts along the wey to ~pur us to new heights of accom-

plishment. 

A facsimile or a nerchandise Budget Sheet is shown to in-

dicate how definite are the· performances set.. It will be ob-

served by the captions tbat son:e at the items represent goals 

for perfo~nce and others represent estimates of performance 

used in calculati~ the other significant items·. These items 

may be roughly grouped um er three heads: first, estimated 

profit performance; second, turnover or inventory control; 

and thim,. service i:erf'ormance. 

In li~ five is shown the "markedup gross pro:f'i t" percent-

ages ·as estimated by th3 Buying Office from their sales plans. 

This percentag~ is tfi,gured against the net sales and sho~ld 

obtain if 1he various items sell in the proportion as estimated. 

This Il)rcentage rould then represent tl:e gross profit if the 

var~ou:u .shrinkages already mentioned didr:not enter in. Howev~r, 

various inef'i'lciencies and accident~ serve to create both a 

diminution in the pfofit as planned and also actual losses. 



ORDER MERCHANDISE D·iVISIONAL BOl>tiET !"ALL AW:i i,: ~' 
.,, 

MAIL .. '., 
.iol'-__ ,...,._ .... 'li~·,,1"" .. , ...... ""t"''"''-"·"" 

JULY AUGUST J SEPTEMBER oc·ronER NOVEMBEr{ rmcm~mER Semf·Annual I 'fOl'li 1 Arljusti:;it.;1tt " " 
~~We;.;;.~ ...... '*"""~ ......... ,..~--"''""~'·-~· - 1929 2fi8 0•19 

Inventory Bud.'30 
(Beginnin~) 

Act. '30 
- 1929 50 885 87 005 83 859 l.01 264 69 845 108 688 :;01 f~'1· ~) 

Bud.'30 ' : Purchases 
Act. '30 - 1929 75 881 103 8ti2 67 417 O.? 29£! 87 3.5l3 64~ 774 4~'1 ~c~n ( ;;JhJ ,,, ;;, 

Net Sales Bud.'30 

' \ 
!\ct. '30 

.. 
' - 1929 I Amount 19 964 28 912 20 967 29 085 27 736 21 '7 5fi 1'7 4H J.65 c.:r . .:,. Bud.'30 
i Marked-up Act. '30 I Gross 

I Profit 1929 26.31 27.84 31.10 31.A9 31.75 33.5g * ~1.54 3!"-Se7~7, 

% Bud.'30 

A.ct. '30 ! 
' 

I ~ 1929 1 936 2 l 388 l 834 2 960 2 11-1'2; l 751 1 448 l<t ?? ') Amount ?.:Ot.. 
3ud.'30 

I Act. '30 I Merchandise 
~-.... Shrinkages 1929 2..,56 2.30 2.72 3.22 2.81 2.?0 * .,.2L..:} ~~ ~·, 01 ! 

% Bud.'30 
"' I Act. '30 • -- I 1929 3 904 5 873 u ~23 7 627 4 460 3 25() ;::iC ::n ,-..,,...,/ .. I Amount <. i ·J Bud.'30 

Transpor- Act.'30 ..,_, 
ta ti on 1929 5<1>1·4 5o6fi 9.53 8ti26 OolO 5.03 :,, '!)01 (j .. Jj.,~,'~ Shrinkages 

Bud.'30 
% Act. '30 i 

I 1929 14 124: 20·551 12 710 18 4l/2 20 s2:3 16 748 15 93? 119 .:':. C, r~». 
. 

Amount Bud.'30 

Maintained Act. '30 
Gross -Profit 1929 1(3.,.()1 19~89 18.85 2011.0l :t3.B..:J: 25.SG "' 3.24 t~4:a ~:.o 

3 t3ud.'30 

Act. '30 

~ Cost of 
1929 '15 754 102 693 93 657 .J.OB 931 97 3Bl 52· 5£H$ lb <~ ~; ~=\ sin riJ .. d Sales and Bud.'30 

I Withdrawals /\ct. '30 

1929 2~m lBO 217 492 207 694 200 027 172 491 228 583 15 496 2t;;:'1 O?P I 
Inventory Bud.'30 \ (End) 

I Act. '30 i 
I 1929 3 .. 5.2 5~28 5.17 6.29 fi ... 8-4. 3;,Go u•:<i I Turnover (A) Bucl.'30 I (Pool) ' - .\ct, '30 I 

1929 2 232 5 781 2 283 1 856 1 561 ? 491 ,,... 
'0·' ·1 .... .1. ( ~· . Number Bud.'30 

Merchandise Act. '30 

I ~ 
Irregularities 1929 2-.Q2 6.65 3.59 2.17 l.91 4.39 3 .. (\9 % to Tickeb Bud.'30 

........ Al't. '3C 
!i 1929 76 400 101 g24. 63 682 85 832 81 848 56'708 4:G Ci l\~. ii Number of Bud.'30 II Tickets 
(1 - Act. '30 
I 

§DETAIL OF COST OF SALES AND WITHDRAWALS 11 
~ 

l Mail Order 1929 61 nw 83 201 54 ?07 ?3 a2~1 66 533 48 026 1~5 \::)'? 372 ll<h 
Cost of Bud.'30 ! Sales Act. '30 I --

Retail Store 
1929 13 99? 19 492 38 950 35 104 30 8t18 5'70 441 ltl3 4-02 I ".'1: 

Withdrawals Bud.'30 
l -- Act. '30 

~I~1e percentages in the Semi-Annual Adjustments Column are based on Total Net Sales for the six months i; •riod. E • Turnover based on "Cost of Sales and Withdrawals" (line 12). J::...tne~ts shown on lines 1, 2, 12, 13, and 14 are Pool elements, all others, except line 19, are Mail Order elements. 
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These items are classed as "shrinkages" and are shown as an 

estimated ~rcentage to mt sales in line seven. In line eleven 

then is shewn as a result the "maintained gross profit" per-

centage which remains after ihe shrinkages have been taken 

from the original gross profit as planned. 

In line three the estimated net sales appear and in line 

eighteen the cost of these sales. This sales cost is detennined 

by sub:braoting the maintained gross profit mentioned above from 

this net sales figure. This figure plus· the Wi tb.drawala at cost 
V'> 

from the pool by i;m Ba tail Stores as shown in line nineteen 

g1 vea the _cost of the total regular removals from the inventory~ 

This cost ~nters in in determining turnover. 

It seems apparent that the begl.nning inventory, as detemin-

ed by actual count· each six months, plus purchases minus the cost 

of sales will result in the ending inventory and that this ending 

inventory becomes the beginning. inventory of the .following months. 

The turnover is tl:e direct ratio of the amount of cost of sales 

and retail withdrawals to the inventory. This is discussed be-

low.·. 

In line sixteen tile percentage of merchandise irregulari-

ties to tickets handled is shown and in line seventeen the number 

of tickets. 

The re la ti ons discussed above may then be expressed in 

equations· as sh.own on the rext page·. 
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Turnover _Cost of sales, and withdrawals {years total) 
Average Monthly begining Inventory 

Cost of Sales - Net Sales - Maintained Gross.Profit. 

Maintained gross profit= :Marked up gross profit - ~ ,, "· 
shrinkages 

Beginning Inventory + purchases cost of sales and 
withdrawals = Ending Inventory. 

It will be seen that absolute figures we may set on many of' 

these elements may not be constant a.s the sales figures enter in 

and will cause a change as they change. Ratios may be set however 
0 as definite goals as they are not dependent on actual values. Con-

sequently we may set up a budgeted turnover as constant and the 

various percent ages of shrinkage, gross profi ~, and irregularities. 

With a. constant turnover it will be seen from the equation 

above that as too sales increase or decrease, the inventory m 11 

increase or decrease in proportion. 

The' real goals for the rebuying organization to aim at are 

therefore the budgeted turnover to control investments, ' · ::c · 

budgeted shrlnkage IJe rcentage to increase the gross profit and 

the budgeted irregularity .. pe;:centage to protect the service to 

the custo:rmr. These goals are all ratios and are therefore prac-

tically under our control. 

The merchandise budgets set very specific figures to be reach-

ed in tbe various i terns involved. The principal item is turnover 

however as it is the key factor among those items which ma.y be con-

trolled by the rebuying organization. 

The estimated sales for the budget period is an essential 
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key figure set at the sam9 time the turnover is set. Although 

we may not control the actual working .out of' the sales ~rf'ormance 

as time passes, nevertheless we must closely watch its variations 

froJl! tha budget estimates on account of' the changes these variations 

make necessary in every budget figure expressed in dollars., The 

figures expressed as ratios or percentages are however unaffected. 

A turnover figure is rea:Lly a barometer showing just how well 

we are holding our investment down to the desired point inasmuch 

as it directly expresses the amount of' the inventory as related 

to the sales en joyed. It is figured always at a yearly rate. It 

is arrived at f'or the year by di vi ding the total yearly sales at 

cost by the average inventory on hand. 1f the turnover is· desired 

:for any &11orter period for example, a month, the rate of turnover 

being made then is arrived at by· multiplying the .sales at cost for 

tre month by twelve and dividing by the . inventory had at the be-

ginning of the month. 

It can be readily seen there:fore that the setting of the sales 

estimates and· turnover figures desired really outlines the entire 

merchandising program in general as they are direct :factors in the 

inventory make up, an& the purchasing schedules follow as a derived 

result. 

Construction The general turnover figure f'or the Branch House is set by 
Of Budget 
Figures- the Central Ivierchandis ing Office, from the viewpoint of the general 
Synthetic 
Method ·· merchandisirg policies to be observed. If the storage function of 

the inventory is to be cut to a minimum for some reason then a 

higher tm-nover figure reflects this hand-to-mouth buying policy. 
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If havever, interest rates are low so that carrying charges are 

at the minimum. and if the market is rising, then a lower turnover 

rate affords an opportunity to create extra net profit by pur-

chases for storage. 

The general· turnover figure for the Branch House must now be 

broken down and a specific turnover and resultant performance 

figures assigned to each di vision. In actual practise, this 

figure is not actually broken down. Instead the. figure for each 

division is built up syntheticall.y through a consideration of the nJ' 

needs or the di vision. . The matter has been worked out in this 

wise at the Kansas City House. as an experiment am its attendant 

success has initiated similar procedures at the other Branches. 

Each di vision reviews its repllying plans by lire s in order 

to detenn.ine: how: much storage and how much reserve shou~d be pro-

vided for. This is done by reporting for each line (e.g. wasbgoods, 

toweling, oilcloth in Division 16) the actual range of stocks as 

expected by months. · This allows for quantity ;pu·rchas~s, carloads 

and other special additions to ·the storage which it is usual to 

purc~se or which are planned for the ensuing bW.get :period. The 

range of stock figured in this way gives us an average inventory 

of midway in:, the range for that particular line. 

It requires a careful review of many points including un-

certainties in custone.r demand a.n:1 factory supply to determine the 

reserve or low point of the invento:i:y. It requires a step by step 

analysis of the methcds of specifying shipments which have proved 

or are likely to prove most satisfactory and most profitable in 
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, ord.er to establish the high points of the inventory and the 

rate of change. Tb.is establishes the probable range of stocks 

in the various months. 

This range is comparatively easy to establish when quantity 

purchases do not enter in. In such a case a table is constructed 

as follows showing the number of days stock. 

DAYS STOGTJ: 
I 

:: 

r Jan. Feb. Mar. . Apr. Niay June Average 

High Point 45 45 45 45 45 45 
·i 

Low Point 15 15 15 15 15 15 

Avere.P-:e Inv. !:() ZD 3) 30 zo 30 ::0 

A line in which quantity purchases enter in even in a regul-

arly periodic manner does not figure out quite so easily. An ex-

ample of this would show the following: 

DAYS STOCK 
-

Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June Average 

High Point· 75 45 75 45 75 45 

Low Point 45 15 ! 45 15 45 15 

Average Inv. 60 30 60 30 60 30 

Sales % 10 15 2J 25 15 15 

Weirorted Av. 600 450 1200 700 900 450 43.5 

It is obviously impossible to average the monthly average in-

ventorie· Without first weighting them according to their relative 

importance. It will be noticed in ·the table above that a line has 
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been added to show the percentage of sales which each month bears 

to the total. This forms the basis for the weighting. The per-

centage figure is multiplied by the average inventory for the 

month. This weighted average ll1 then added to the other weighted 

averages and this sum. divided by· 100 to arrive at the six months 

average. 

A more involved case is below. 

DAYS S'IDCK 

'" Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June Average 

High Point 105 75 45 75 45 75 

Low Point 75 45 15 45 15 45 

Averarze Inv. 90 00 \ ro· 60 30 60 

Sales t1fe 10 15 I 
20 25 15 15 i 

I 

~'leiglited Av. 900 900 l 600 1500 450 900 < 52.5 

This procedure then establishes a planned average inventory 

for each line within the division. In order now to arrive at the 

needed average inventory for the entire di vision it becomes necess-

ary to weight t:re various averages according to the relative sales 

importance of the line as the table belalf indicates. 

DAYS SWCK 
' Weighted 

Line Line Av. Line~ Extension Total Av. 

Cutlery ZQ 10 300 

Ladders 45 20 900 

Washing Machines zo 25 700 

Vac. Cleaners 4.-0 15 600 

Kitchen ·ware 35 3J 1 000 36.00 -· 
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By this method '!e have now established the average inventory 

needed for the di vision. This includes the working r~serve and 

that part at' the storage we plan for in advance. It only remains 

now to allow for that part of the' overstocks liable to be in stor-

age which are not planned for but vbich experience 'Shows may be 

expected. 

It may be pointed out that a budget sets up a goal but not 

usually an ideal one. It may be classed rather as a practical 

c:me which may be ap-proximated· through efficient effort. Conse-

quantly it seems well to allow a reasonable amount for involun-

tary overstocks in the inventory. The fallibility of human judge-

ment makes it impossible to avoid some carryover. 

In arriving at the amount of unintentional overstock to be 

added to tm average inventory of each division as part of .the 

budget figure, several points are considered. Different lines 

vary in the degree of uncertainty in demand and therefore in the 

amounts we may reasonably expect to be carried over .. As an aid in 

estimating these amounts, A study is made in the various lines 

as to. the past overstocks of the various branch houses in c anpari-

son with our own. 

Also the relative number of items to be dropped from the cata-

logue enters in. The dropping of these numbers from the catalogue 

eliminates the possibility of liquidating stocks in the regular 

manner. ·Any amounts accidentally le ft over then must be carried 

either until the most profitable liquidatipn may be forced or until 
,.,,,_"··. 

the saroo item is relisted in a future catalogu~. 
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If a forced liquidation is decided upon, then the rate and 

time of the liquidation must be estims. ted. sometimes a delay in 

liquidation is advisable to realize the most profit· or the least 

loss. The delay rp.ay be caused by a wait for the proper season or 

a disinclination to make a sacrifice to move a large volume when 

a slower rate of liquidation would make such a sacrifice unnecessary. 

We now see plainly that a carryover of involuntary overstock 

must often be allowed for in setting our budget figure. The points 

we bave just discussed must all be considered in deciding just how 
~- . 
much our budget should allow for this factor. 

The turnover figure calculated synthetically as shown in the · 

above tables is used in connection with the estimated budget sales 

to arrive at an average inventory figure. This figure is then in-

creased by the overstock allavance as figured above and the result-

ant figure is the average inventory to bte budgeted for the six months 

pericxi. 

Then the problem arises of assigning an inventory figure. for 

tm ·rirst 9f each month so that the average of the six of them will 

equal 'this average figure arrived at as above. This is done usually 

by adjusting and readjusting the average figures until they seem to 

confonn to tm general sche:rm o:r purchasing month by month which 

experience has shown usually holds. The monthly budgeted average 

inventories are then applied against the budgeted sales as set and 

the monthly turnover figures result. 

So many chances exist for our turnover figure to be disturbed 

that it becomes imperative for a continuous method of checking 
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to be placed on the inventory. A barometer has been provided in 

the form of the Purcl:ase allotment system to accomplish this check 
I 

up. It provides that the current sales trend be estimated and on 

the basis of this a new purchase figure for the month set up which 

if met would result in the budgeted turnovers also being ?00 t. This 

new purchase ~igure is called the Purchase Allotment. 

In the Pttrcba.se AllotnBnt system therefore this Purchase Allot-

ment for the month is subtracted from as purchases are made and a 

daily "Balance to ·Buy" is shown. This balance to buy figure gives 

us 1hen through its trend what we may expect as to the size of the 

inventory anl therefore as to the performance arrived at on turn-

over. 

A rapid decrease of tre balance to buy figure beyond its usual 

rate of declim augurs an increase in purchasing which is excess-

ive and a consequent increase in invento:ry. A slow decrease in 

the balance to buy might indicate a dangerous slowness in placing 

orders. In either case an obse1"vati on of the condition gives 

opportunity for corrective action to be t&1ren. 

A monthly report shows the turnover actually accomplished 

ani affo:rds a means of comparison wi 1h the other House performance. 

A certain amount of out-of-stock irregularities may be reason-

ably exp~cted even with highly effi~ient rebuying work. The rea-

sons for this have been brought out previously. The amount to be 

expected depends to so:rm extent on the turnover aimed at. A pol-

icy of small relative inventories wi 11 naturally raise the irre-
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gularity figure. It sees fairly apparent then that the irre-

gularity or service budget figure is largely one which is die-

tated through policy considerations. It is to be expected there-

fore that the general bJ.dget figure be set in the General Mer-

chandising Office. The Branch House Merchandising Office receives 

and then breaks this figure down for distribution between the 

different di visions •. 
i 

Construction On account of the variation in mrchandising conditions be-
of Budget 
Figures tween divisions the break down is accomplished by a reference to 

Comparison 
With 
Perr ormance 

each di vis ions turnover and also past service records not only in 

the branch House in question but in the other houses. These com-

parisons are made in the Merchandising Office in conjunction with 

the Superintendent of tl:e Division concerned and the divisional 

budget figure for irregularities agreed upon by months. This fig-

ure is expressed in percentage of the number of irregularities to 

the number of custon:ers tickets. 

These figures appear of course on reports which form the 

basis for comparison and oorrective action. Weekly and monthly 

irregularity reports are made which show each divisions position 

in comparison with the Budget. Percentages ·which are too high 

indicate inefficiency in the rebuying function or else exception-

,al circumstances in connection wl 1:h either supply or demand. High 

irregularities should me an a corresponding drop in the inventories. 

Otherwise, a lack of balance in the invento1•y is indicated. In 

any c~se a cue is given for corrective action to be applied through 
,./· 

an improvement ei th.er in rebuying dfficiency or in ihe :factory con-

ditions or both. 
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SHRINKAGE The nature of shrinkage is such that the question of policy 

does not enter into either the setting of the budget figure or 

the attempts to equal it. It has been previously pointed out 

that shrinkages occur from either inefficient work, unavoidable 

errors' or from unfortunate accidents'. In any case however 

the goal should be toward constantly diminishing shrinkages at 

least in so far as inefficiencies may be eliminated. 

Our attitude in settir.g the shrinkage figures, both gen-

eJral ones and di visioriiµ. ones, should be certainly that of en-

couragi ng constant improvement. Certain shrinkages are nearly 

inevitable when certain conditions prevail. Attention must be 

·directed therefore toward the p1Bvention of these condition~. 

We are interested here primarily in the shrinkage elements 

which touch merchandising. We have had certain of these ele-

ments with us for so long and in such proportions t mt there is 

a real danger of taking them too much for granted. The shrinkage 

budget figures should then be constructed so as to direct every 
( 

possible effort toward too reduction of those elements which a.re 

largely under our control. 

Construction The shrinkage figure to be budgeted is built up from the or 
Budget various elements as spread out on the shrinkage analysis or work 
Figures 

sheet. A facsimile of one of these sheets is shown. 

On this work sheet appear the actual shrinkages for the two 

preceding years. On a standard shrinkage analysis report are 

shown the performances by elements of the other houses. A 



Divisional Shrinkage Analysis Budget 
Fall and Winter 1930 

Fill in Actual 1928 and 1929 
figures from your \1 M 0 Reports 

House K. c. 
Div. 

-------------------------------~----------------+---~------------~--------------

Net Salea 

Shrinh."'8.ges 
caused by Overs.to ck Condition: 

Losses on: 
Job Sales - - - - - - - - - -
Trans t ers to OJt mr Houses .. • 
Tra r.sf er s to D ep t. sto :res - -
Transfers to Chain Stores - ""'.' 
Bargain Room Sales - - - - -

Sub-Total - - - - - -

ia~ A"+in1 1 92 9 A ~t:1m 1 

% % 

t] 

i-----·--t---1------..._..--+------i---" 
Caused by Low Stocks : .. ..._,_.._ 

Pick-up Losses - - - - - - - -
Sub sti tu ti on Losses - - - - -
E:x:cess Transportation - - - -
Stock Order H'dling Chgs - - -

SUb-Total - - - - - -
---···-__ _._. ____ .,,._ ___ ......... ____ ..,.__ 

,caused by U~ati..§t'a ctory Mdse: ...---~------1..-----+----------t------+----------1-~-

Losses on Returns - - ... - - - • 
Reconditioning - - - - - - - -
Sales Allowances - - - - - - -

+---------~~-----1----------~----""----------I---
Sub-Total • • - - - - -

M_iscellaneow Cauoo s: . . 
Employees Discount- - - - - - -
Sta ck Losses - - - - - - - - - .. 
Mi scella.neous' Losses - - - - - • 
Stock Order Corrections - - - -

Sub-Total - - - - - - -

Tot al Actual Shr inkages .. -
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double, comp;tri son is then possible and is carefully made. In 

connection with these comparisons should be considered also 

. any change in the current or future roorchandising situation 

which would modify the goal. 

After weighing all the factors both past, present, and 

probable future, a r:e rcen~age is final.ly set for each element 

as shown and a grand total supplies our total shrinkage figure. 
\ 

If this total is plainly too easy, or too hard, then a recon-

sideration of the elements will show where a goal has been set 

out of line with reasonable progress. 

Par~icular attention should be paid to the two groups of 

elements nLosses from OVerstocktt and. "Losses from Understock", 

as these are directly concerned with incorrect inventory ma.inten-

ance. From fue re buying standpoint there is more opportunity 

for improvement here than in the other groups. 

It should be pointed out that a certain distinct loss re-

sults from overstock which is not included among the shrinkage 

elements. ·This is the interest charge on the entire amount of 

overstock. The present methcxl of accounting shows as .an expense 

the interest on the entire inventory including both overstock 

and the reserve which is actually of current use. There is a 

growing feeling that a truer picture would segregate the inter-

est on the overstock portion of the inventory and show it as 

a shrinkage from gross profit. ThiS nethod would have the ad-

vantage of showing the actual offset for any ex:bra profit mark-

edup on account of overstock purposely created. ·It would also 
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show periodically the actual loss involved in holding roorchandise 

in storage regardless of hew accumulated• 

The budgeting of this additional element as shrinkage would 

direct attention to it and make easier a censorship as to the pro-

fit of purchasing for storage or holding certain lines in storage. 

Monthly statistical reports are received by the various divi-

sions which shows among other items tm shrinkage total for the 

month in comparison with the budget and the previous years pa rfor-

mance. The work sheets from which this total is made up are also 

available and shows the am.ounit of each element actually charged 

to shrinkage for the month. A facsimile of this report is shown. 

Certainly these two reports make it possible to follow with 

comparative emcti tude the shrinkage performances so that possible 

corrective action may be taken quickly. 
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GENERAL VIEW OF PIDCEDDRE USED W OBTAIN INVENTORY 
El"\IDS DESIRED . 

We have seen that the Rebuying Organization has the definite 

responsibility of maintaining the proper level of inventory. 

However, we have considered it. so far in a collective sort of 

way almost entirely. Our budget and performance figures are 

dollar and cent totals and represent the divisional performance 

as a whole. While these totals must be considered when viewing 

the results of the re buying work which is done, the work itself 

must be concerned with individual it ems. 

We cannat dismiss the problem of specifying purchase orders 

when we have decided on our general policies and set our budgeted 

goals. The work has just started. The problem remains of trans-

la ting these general performance figures into specific and de fin-

· ite action on ind.i vidual items. We cannot buy in general terms. 

We must specify definite quantities and shipping dates on indivi-

dual units. Wba t we might call our control in dollars when look-

ing at general performances must be changed into Control by Units. 

In rur large semi-annual catalogue we have aonething over thirty 

thousand individual items each of which must be handled on its 

own respective m rits. 

The problem then resolves itself into keeping stock properly 

on each unit handled. If fuis is done then the totals will care 

for themselves. ~o properly organize this responsibility the uni ts 

are divided into various grru.ps with a '*Rebuyer" for ,each group 

responsible for maintainins stock on each item in his group. 
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Definite rerults cannot be obtained unless the action taken 

is based on definite information. To this end ''Stock Records" 

are kept which are as tl:}.e narre indicates, records of the move-

ment of the individual units of stock. Although it is true that 

much of the rabuyers work deals in sales prophecy rrhich is of 

course somwha t indefinite, nevertheless this element of vagueness 

makes it ~l the more necessary for all elements possible to be 

as definite as possible. Stock Records constitute a very definite 

basis for the Re buyers work. · 

It is not the intention in this connection to describe the 

procedure a Rebuyer should use in specifying purchase orders as 

this will be taken up later. JUJ.y mention of it will serve merely 

to a.id in the description of the function performed by the stock 

records. 

It has been brought out that the xebuyer's chief function is 

to properly maintain the stocks of mrchandise in the inventorye 

It seem5 evident that in order to do this he must have constant 

information concerning the actual stock condition of the various 

i terns in the inventory. To this end counts are made .at regular 

intervals to detennine the exact quantities in stock. 

With the changes in the stock c:ondi tion thoroughly in mind 

at all times it becane s necessary for the reP.uyer to replenish 

the stock from time to time in order to maintain it at the proper 

level. He does this of course by placing orders for additional 

quantities. In order to detennim the qµ.anti ties to order he 
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must naturally estimate What 'the demand in the fUture is to be. 

It has been proven that_ past experience is a valuable guide 

in making this estimite. .Although other factors also must be 

considered, nevertheless, the demand on the article during the 

corresponding period of the previous year shows not only the sea-

sonal trend but also furnishes a satisfactory basis as to actual 

C]lantities. This basis is usually modified by a consideration 

of the current trend which the sales have taken. 

It seems apparent then that the rebuyer must have readily 

available the information. detailed above which is so necessary 

to his work of estimating future. sales and keeping well balanced 

stocks at pro];a r levels. Consequently, stock records are kept 

to reveal the actual condition of the stock as to quantity and 

al so the actual demand not only in the near past but in various 

corresponding P3 riods of the previous year. 

A Stock Record Sheet is provided for each separate unit or 

stock keeping including sizes and colors and on each sheet is 

shown the record of stock counts ani all of the sales history nec-

essary for the reblyer' s use. The form is designed so that four 

counts per month may be recorded. In many lines of merchandise 

it is deemed unnecessary to count .but twice per month. Generally 

speaking,hcwever, the oftener the counts the more efficient is 

tb.e rebuying as large une:x:prnted changes in the sales volume may· 

be detected more quicldy and pro:re r ·action taken. This action 

maY move along two possible g~neral lines. First, any orders 
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already existing but undelivered may be increased in quantity or 

rushed in delivery when the sales have proved une~ctedly large. 

Second, any such orders may be reduced in quantity or deferred 

in delivery when· the sales have proved unexpectedly snallo 

The necessity for such action indicates the need in the Stock 

Records for a record of orders placed and delivery. specifications 

as Well as infOI'J.118.tion On "when" am "if" shipments have actually 

left the Source of Supply. This infonn.ation is provided for, -

:pa.rt1ly on the Stock Record Sheet form - and partly on the supple-

mentary Cea ii Record or Invoice Listing. 

Additional purchase orders must be placed from time to time .. 
and the sales estimates necessary in this connection require sales 

data as mentioned previously. The current demand from. week to 

week and month to month must be figured and posted so as to be quick-

ly available. Roughly speaking, this is figured for any period by 

adding the amount on hand at the beginning of the period to the 

receipts during the pericd and subtracting the final count. This 

indicates the need also for a record of the receipts on the Stock 

Record Sheet form; and ·so a. space is provided for this purpose. 

It should be mentioned in this connection that there may be 

some withdrawals from stock which should not be included in the 

demand. These ara returns to factories, shipments to other houses, 

transfers to other numbers for the purpose of substituting or job 

sales. l:nasmuch as the total demand is figured by the reduction 

in the am:>unt on han:i for each period, it is clear that these 
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cases just cited must be deducted in order to give the proper 

demand fi©J.re. Consequently, columns are provided on the Stock 

Record Sheet for a reco~d of such quantities. 

In the n:anner described above the rebuyer is provided with 

a detailed picture of the acti Vi ty on each item which has pre-

vailed since the beginning of the current budget period, i.e., 

January first or July first. 

It has been brought out, havever, that he should be familiar 

not only w.I. th the demand which is current but also that of last 

year in the corresponding period. Accordingly, the Stock Record 

Sheet provides spaces wherein the recapitulations of the demand 

are recorded for the previous year by months. 

The placi~ of purchase orders involves not only a consider-

ati on of our needs but also knowledge concerning the Source of 

Supply and the variais elements entering into the agreement which 

the Buying Organization has made with it. ..Ul of tbis information 

is sent to tbs rebuyirg from the buying offices on a form which 

·is titled fue ttRecord of Cost and Source Data". In addition to 

designating the Source an:l cost, this form shows all other infor-

mati on necessary to placing and writing a purchase order such as 

weight, terms, .discounts, minimum quantities for which an order 

wi 11 be accepted, standard packages, minimtun time required by the 

source in which to . deliver, inro·r:nati on in regard to routing , and 

suggested.quantities to purchase. 
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Some of these details also appear on the Stock Record Sheet; 

in fact, as many as are usually necessary to the re buyer in spe-

ci f'ying his order. The otm rs, being necessary only for occasion-

al reference or for the use of the order writer, are not trans-

fer.red to the Stock Record Sheet. 

The foregoing paragraphs show that the function of the Stock 

Records is a fundamental one. They const~tllte the basis on which 

the rebuyer' s activities rest a..Tld enable him to work in a definite 

way in maintaining his stocks. 

In the pas·t there has been a mo1'"e or less of a traditional 

air of mystery around this rebuying work. It has been a.dmi ttedly 

indefinite in many respects and for a very good reason. In pur-

chasing for future demand we certainly are dealin3 in futures. 

We must forecast what will happen to our demand for each i tam 

tomorrow, next week, next month, next quarter or in some cases 

even next seasono Inasmuch as we are 1'nei ther prophets, nor 

sons of prophets" we tend to feel at once that the placing of 

orders is bound to be indefinite am the results uncertain'. .• 

As a result tbe rebuying work has naturally drii'ted into a 

haze of vagueness. It lns been regarded as next to impossible to 

set up r-ules to be followed, as we do in our various operating 

and clerical procedures. Consequently it has been believed in 

many quarters that a rebuyer can function :properly only through 

long experience and certainly never through def'inite rules. 

As a further consequence of this idea that rebuying must be 

necessarily indefinite comes the danger of an attitude being 
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talcen that ttone persons guess is as good as anothers" and that 

attempt at method is wasted. 

It is high ti.me indeed that rebuyi:ng work be torn apart to 

see how the wheels go arrund an:l to see if those wheels do not 

have definite relations to one another so that some Principles 

of Rebuyi.ng might be established. The fact that at least part 

of the elements worked with by the re buyer are indefinite make 

it all the more im:perative :that if any elements are capable of 

. methodical and definite handling that they be so recognized and 

set up. 

We may decide on g-ood nercbandising policies which are de-

finite. We may set logical budget figures which are definite. 

Yet we find ourselves stopped in a large degree from definite-

ness in translating those policies and those figures into actual 

guides for the merchan.dis iug of the individual i terns. 

If we wish to speed up the he.naJ.ing of our custaners orders 

through all of our branch houses, we can send out standard. in-

structions· in terms which are plainly understood. We speak of 

"schedule","staggered hours","nevr conveyor service" arid so on. 

Tbe refore identical procedures can be set up and followed and 

the results as planned may be realized. Operating factors have 

consequently been well defined and subject to discussion and im-

p:rovemen t. The Operating am. of tre business has therefore made 

rapid strides. Unfortunately the same cannot be. said of our re-

buying. Being of a less finite nature the methods for improve-

ment have been less readily apparent. For instance there has been 
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developed no universel language in our Il19rchandising to the 

degree which is desirable. In fact there has been, it might 

be said, very l.ittle language at all. This makes it difficult 

indeed for the General :Merchandising Office, the Branch Merchan-

dising Office or even the Div.ision Superintendent to issue other 

than very general instructions as to what manipulation of the 

inventory is desired. 

Tb.is Jack of language is not ascribable to a dearth of terms 

·which in.ie-Jlt be originated but instead to a dearth in the definite 

cataloging of rebuying factors and the formation of rebuying 

rules or principles to be followed. Na.:rms have not been origin-

ated because there has been little ix> name. 

A new rebuyer being trained has not been told in very many 

cases HOW he should work. He has gained his knowledge through 

experience vfu.ich has been costly to the company. He has been 

watched by those with more experience as closely as possible 

but at that, the method of "trial and error" is slow and expen-

sive. Furthermore, his experience breaks down when new con-

ditions obtain. 

A rebuyer wbo works by means of experience gained while 

sales were increasing may finally do a fairly good job as long-

as sales ba.ve a continual moderate rate of increase. However, 

let that increase level out or dwindle into a decrease and he 

finds it ·impossible to readjust his 'experience to. the new can-

di tions immediately and dif'ricult even after a reasonable lapse 

of' time. 
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Not only then do those who dictate the policies find it 

difficult to issue definite instructions, but the rebuyers them-

selves many times have not been able to figure out just what 

they are to do and hc:wv they are to do it. 

Observation indicates that it is the lack of definiteness 

in method of thought and the lack of systematic procedure which 

lies at the bottan of the trouble as well as a lack of realiza-

tion as to what tm governing factors are and the relations be-
, ,S 
tween those factors. 

Tremendous losses are caused so easily and quickly through 

ungoverned ani unmethodical rebuying that it becoms imperative 

to adopt any measures which will tend to increase rebuying effi-

ciency. 

It certainly becon:e s worth while therefore to search rut 

those factors used in rebuying which do admit definite handling 

and to describe what definite relations exist between them and 

also to set up definite rules and principles to be used. Further-. 

more . it promises much if that ad.mi ttedly. indefinite angle of re-

buying which has to do With estimates be kept into as definite 

.channels as possible. 

Then finally if with ihe factors governing rebuying clearly 

revealed and their definite relations set forth, the rebuying 

language . be enriched with terms describing these factors and re-

le. ti ons so we may talk definitely about them, then will the inys-
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tifying haze be rolled away and rebuying lifted to more efficient 

levels. 

It is the aim of the remainder of our discussion to dis-

cover and set forth in suggestive tenns definite practises which 

are possible and p:rofitable. 

Reruy woik divides itself into two distinct parts, first· 

the estimating of future demands am second the c onstructicn of 

the purchase order through the use of these estimates. It is 

very important that tm two not be confused· with each other as 

theynmst be CC>nsidered independently if we are to take advantage 

of definite imthcds in our work. 

It is certainly obvious that what our sales will be for 

any future P3 riod is entirely independent of what our stock con-

dition is. Our demand which depends on catalogue presentation, 

style trends, general trade conditioP..s and similar factors will 

certainly materialize unchanged by any decision we may make con-

earning how we manipulate our inventory. In the next chapter will 

be considered in detail the elements that enter into estimating 

this demand. It is enow~:h in this connection to make the point 

that the facto.rs which govern the judgement in estimating demand 

are not tre factors which enter into determining whether or not 

to place an order and if so, hav much to buy and when to have the 

shipment made • 

As mentioned before, the estimates themselves are bound to 
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.be more or less indefinite. However, the use of these estimates 

in constructing a purchase order can and should be according to 

very definite rules. These will be discussed thoroughly in an-

other chapter. 

Very definite goals exist to be striven toward. We !llllst 

then have a definite way of directing our ef'forts toward them. 

A change in goals should n:ean a change in some details of effort. 

If however, no definite neihois are used in constructing oroers, 

no satisfacto!'""~means exist for applying changes in policy as 

expressed in budget changes. 

Too much emphasds cannot be placed on the necessity of re-

garding trese two phases of the wo·rk independently and divorcing 

the handlirg of their respective procedures. The fact that the 

two dovetail very closely makes it all the more important to 

clearly distinguish the line of separation and then to separate 

them. It should be repeated again that the demand.estimates should 

be ma.de entirely independent of the needs of the stock and that 

after the estimates are nnde the order should be constructed ac-

cordiµg to certain set rules. These rules are formed so that 

the var-lous pertinent factors which concern order construction 

are definitely taken care of. These factors include the time re-

quired for the order to reach the factory, the criterion time or 
-, 

t-lIOO reqµired by tbs factozy, the tinB for the merchandise to be 

in transit, the stock cushion and the regular coverage :period. 

This method of approach makes it possible to definitely mod-

ify certain factors and cause a desired eff'ect. These rules then 
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make it possible to aim definitely at. lower or higher turnovers 

as the'.necessity" may dictate. 
'. . 

In the chapter immediately following, the factors influen~ing 

the demand estimates will.be discussed and in the succeeding one 

the factors which determine hav purchase orders should be. construe-

ted. The rules and procedures as described are being used at 

Kansas City in an experimental way with 'Very beneficial results. 
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V. PURCHASIN"G ( REBUYili} )-

ESTIMATING IDTURE DEMANDS 

· We cannot escape the necessity of estimating what our custom-

ers will order from us. It requires time to obtain merchandise 

and therefore we must estimate our needs, in advance. 

It becomes necessary then to pry into the minds of our cus-

tomers, as it were, to determim hov; many of this and how many 

of that will be oroered and wl"En. This of course seems manifest-

ly impossible. 

However we may oome surprisingly close thanks to the law of 

averages. The functioning of this law brings on the· average about 

the same sales results from year to year if the conditions are 

static. However, iile conditions are not static and some sales 

changes will result. An estimate of these probable changes may 
be made based on the changes in the pertinent factors which 

occur from one year to the next. In this way Sales History forms 

a satisfactory basis for estimates • 

. Of course the broader the field applied to, the better does 

the l~w of averages function owing to the larger volume involved. 

Consequently the estimates of the total sales for the company will 

usually be closer to actual performance than the estimates for an 

individual House as the local House is subject to unexpected terr-

i torial peculiarities which would average out over the whole coun-

try. 

Likewise within the Branch House the individual divisional 
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estimates become even less accurate than the total House estima-

tes. For the same reason the sales on individual items are less 

responsive to average performances than any•iJiing else as the 

sale S V011.llll; is more liin.i ted. Tben carrying the !IR tter to its 

ultimate conclusion those individual items whose sales volume is 

the smallest are the less subject to accurate sales estimates. 

We are interested primarily in estimating the demand on indi-

vidual items. Although we find, as pointed out above, that our 

dependence on previous sales records may not be too strong, never-

theless some basis of calculation must be had and certainly the 

previous years sales figures at least give us a point of depart-

ure. Thus we will get at least the general level of probable de-

mand. 

Some appreciation of this assistance will be had when an 

entirely new item without any available sales History appears. In 

such a case a figure mu.st be fabricated almost from thin air. In 

comparison with this any item with sales History becomes almost 

simple of estimation. 

Last year's actual sales figures become then the practical 

basis for our this year's estimates. It seems evident that these 

sales figures and estimates must be divided into periods so a 

turnover of steel: may be arranged for. A previous chapter des-

cribed how these sales records were made available to the "re buyer" 

through the maintenance of stock re'cord.s. 

These sales figures for the corresponding periods last year 

are termed "Corresponding Salestt. These corresponding sales per-
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form two functions. First, they form a sales curve shawing the 

variations in seasonal demand from month to month. Second, they 

furnish absolute figures which fix the general sales level which 

might be e:x:i:e cted. i Both of these. i'uncti ons are important and are 
used definitely as will be described later in thi's chapter. 

"SALES CHANGE" We kn.av of course that saies history will not repeat itself. 
FACTORS 
EFFECT We must use it therefore as more or less of a locator of the gen-
CHANGE 

Catalogue 
Publicity 

eral level along which we ab..ould find our sales. From this gen-

eral level established through sales figures we may then vary one 

way or the other as other factors which produce changes in sales 

may dictate. 

These ttsales changen·factors embrace anything which tends to 

change the demand from what it was last year. It is evidently 

necessary then to understand these factors thoroughly and what 

their probable effect is when they exist. After this we have 

the problem of recognizing their existence and measuring their 

probable effect on last years_ figures. We will then consider 

the .nature of these nsales Changett factors in the paragraphs 

foll~wing. 

InasIIDlch as our catalogue is our salesman we must expect 

changes in oonnecti on with the catalogue to contribute import-

ant changes in the.;: demand from one year to the next. 

The comp&rative ntunber of catalogues distributed should lo-

gical.ly affect the demand more or less directly.· However the 

ratio of increase or decrease in demand will hardly be in pro-
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portion to the increase or decrease in circulation. This is simply 

because the last increment put on or tah.""en off is generally the 

least productive of sales. 

Where a decision is reached to curtail the ci rcula ti on on any 

particular catalogue this curtailment is not accomplished blindly. 

The least productive sections of territory are selected to be 

dropped from the circulation list. Therefore the demand will 

drop a less _percentage than the circulation. 

Similarly when more extensive cultivation of the sales field 

is decided upon there is not milch basis for a hope that the sales 

re r catalogue issued will be as high in the new section of' the 

field as in the old. It is obvious that the best territory VTill 

already have been circulated and that only the poorer sections 

are available • Consequently wi ih the increase in circulation we 

may not expect to find a general increase in demand equal to it 

in percentage. 

The changes in catalogue circulation hardly affect the deniand 
' 

of individual items as much as changes within the catalogue itself. 

The oopy and layout is· carefUlly planned to have a certain effect 

on tm custoner. In our effort to estimate demand we find it im-

portant to try to appreciate and measure this effect on the cus-

tomer. 

Experience has shown that good publicity leaves as little to 

tm imagination as possible. On a black and white page we may 

list a silk very plainly, describe it minutely, and give a list 
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of the colors in mich it may be obtained. A certain volume of sales 

will result. In our next catalogue, if we list this silk on tm 

color enamel page so that the actual colors are shown the sales 

will be in.creased very materially'. The color page is more attrac-

tive; strikes and holds the atten ticn and leaves little for the 

custoIJBr to imagine concerning the number in question. 

The application of color 1X> newsprint paper is rather a new 

development. ·It is not so attractive and does 110t yet reproduce 

col.ors quite so well as the regular color enamelo So the sales 

appeal is not so strcng al thou.gh naturally strol\ger than the black 

and white. 

The production of sales by color newsprint and color enamel 

is of course related to the :increased coat over the black and white 

page •. A color listing must certainly m::>re than pay i'or itself. 

Consequently we may not expect an indiscriminate drift to the color 

pages. Items which are utilitarian in nature waild naturally not 

respond to color treatmen. t regardless of any color they might have. 

When the color treatmen. t changes from one catalogue to an-

other we· may certainly ex:r;e ct changes in the demand to correspond. 

This is an important factor which then must be analyzed in conn-

ection with every item. 

General rules cannot be formulated as to jus:t how much. in-

crease or decrease a change to color or the reverse may cause. 

This will vary with different lines and must be detemired by 

sales comparisons of previous similar changes. ·In some lines it 

/ 
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has apparently caused increases of frcrro. fifty Dercent to several 

hundred percent. However it is bound to be soJmwhat of an estimate 

inasmuch as it becomes difficult to allot increases or decreases 

in demand in an accurate way to the various factors involved. Each 

case must therefore be detennined on its own merits. 

Constant effor·t is exerted to improve the appeal of the copy 

and the illustration. If a more adequate and vivid description of 

the item 8PP3 ars in a new catalogue a stronger sales appeal is the 

result. Sometimes an illustration in the previous catalogue was 

not good and :perhaps did not do justice to it. A change to a good 

illustration will affect tbe sales favorably. 

The reverse must be watched as well. Poor. illustrations or 

less adequate copy should be noted as soo~ as they appear and 

too pro!)3r reductions in demand estimates made. 

Changes in location and space must also be considered. If 

the space is increased the resulting increased publicity cost is 

incurred solely to accomplish an increased sale. Increased space 

attracts more attention naturally and aJJ.ows a more complete sales 

copy. 

A change in location on the page may affect the demand. The 

top and outside edge or the page are considered as the most advan-

tageous positions. Location iri the catalogue is not so important, 

with the exception of the covers. 1?8-11Y custoJmrs will miss seeing 

many i terns on tbe various pages. Very few however will miss seeing 

any item illustrated on the front or back cover. A change to such 
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a position should result in a decided increase in sales. 

On various lire s of merchandise one illustration in color is 

made to do for an item where several colors are involved. Usually 

as a result the color illustrated will take more than its natur-

al share of the sales. A change then in this illustration from 

one color to anotbe r will increase and decrease the sales of the 

two colors involved. 

A regular general catalogue item is re listed in a sale book 

for the sole purpose of caus~ an increased volume of sale. This 

is caused partly by the impetus the issuance of a new catalogue 

gives and partly by the reduct! on in prices. At any rate this 

sale book influence must not be ignored. 

If last year the item a13peared in the midSUIIIImr sale book and 

this year it is not to so appear, we may definitely count on a 

reduction in sales during the sa;te·, period. If the conditions 

are reversed we may expect an increase in sales • 

. Just how much difference the sale book listing makes in 

the demand may not be general.ized upon. The same may be said 

about that as was said about the influence of color pages -

each case must be decided on its own merits. 

Carnpeti ti on exists within the· catalogue itself and purpose-

ly so. Part O'f the inducements offered to customers to deal with 

us lie iri. the wide range of selecticln.. available to them. This 

range of selection may embrace different styles, colors or brands 
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in the same price levels or may nerely consist of different 

qualities and prices from: .which"to: :choose •. 

In either case the varirus items listed which answer the 

sa.na general purpose def:init ely compete with each other in the 

regard of the CIJ.stamr. The sales then split among them accord-

ing to the appeal of the items and desires of the custo:rrers. 

·If we merely add another style or another color to the line al-

ready shown we clearly do not add an extra amount of demand equal 

to the average already e:x:is ting 0 The sales for this new i tam come 

partly from custormrs who would not have ordered anything else 

end partly from those who would otherwise have merely selected 

one of the other items in the line. 

We learn then that the addition of new items to a line 

already well represented will usually cut down the sales of certain 

of the older items. · Conversely the removal of some c anpeti ti ve 
' item will tend tO increase the sales on the remainder. 

There are more cases .of internal catalogue competition 

than we many times imagine., and in connection with them changes 

happen often. For instance we may list in one catalogue a white 

finished refrigerator. In the next catalogue we may not only 

list the same white ref.rigerator, but also the sa.na refriger-

ator in gray finish. 

The gray refrigerator ·i-s now competing with the white and 

part of the sales no:rmal.ly go:ing to the white will drift to the 
,· .... 

gray. The introduction of a competitive item like this calls 
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for a reduction in sales on the originally listed item. 

Changes in internal canpetition are very numerous and must 

be watched carefully and the proper allowance in demand made • 

Our external competition comes both from other mail order 

firms and local merchants. We find s~veral mail order catalogues 

in one ho:rm as a usual thing. Most of the mail order custoners 

are impartial in their judgement. They are after the most for 

the money, service of course considered. Consequently they pro-

vide themselves vri. t..h other catalogues than ours and compare the 

items and prices when the occasion arises. 

For this reason if we are underpriced by a prominent compe-

titor va1ose circulation is as complete as ours, we find the sales 

situation on that particular item substantially affected. Our 

competitive position in that respect should then remain promin-

ently in the rebuyers attention so that the proper allowance may 

be mde for it. Many times a very small price difference will 

have no effect as the custormr may include the i tern in an order 

for other nerchandise which is competitive. He may do this 

rather than trouble to write another order or he may do this to 

save transportation charges. 

However in general, the loss of a competitive position will 

have sol113 effect on the sales. 

The-local merchants give us our strongest co.'l'tlpetition as 

they do such an overwhelmingly large pe_rcent of the total business 

done in the country. Our price levels :ti.ave been lower than 
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t.'heirs horrever. This price advantage has been tra main reason 

for our large volume of trade. 

Of late years however the spread of the chain stores and 

·the consequent increase in efficiency of the independents has f 

narrowed our .Price advantage or eliminated it in certain spots. 

This necessitates a new efficiency on our part so that a price 

advantage be maintained. 

,At tiDEs however tile local price levels on certain lines 

may dip to meet ours. This is particularly true when distress 

stocks are thrown on the narket and low prices become suddenly 

easy to .maint.ain in Retail Stores. Unfortunately our catalogue 

prices carmot change themselves and we are unable to issue a 

· new catalogue imnedia tely. Consequently a loss in business is 

bound to result. 

Sometimes through reduction of factory cost or unsettled 

market conditions certain items may reduce to much lower price 

levels thus opening up new fields of cu stoner demand. The con-

stantly decreasing prices of our Gyrator Washer makes a good 

·exampie. As the price dropped, people who never before were 

able to buy a re~ly high. class washing machine came into the 

market for one. The lowering prices and increasing demand on 

Radio form another instance of this. 

Changes tn company policy may effect broad changes in the 

demand. For instance the announcement. in July 1929 that the 

poo tage and freight would be prepaid to customers brought a 

large increase in business in all lines practically overnight. 
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The added number of i terns placed on the ti.loo payment plan 

has also· added materially to the sales of these items. 

Changes in either these points or otber of like broad appli-

cation should bring corresponding alterations in the demand es-

timates. 

The re are certain sweeping changes in demand which are the 

results of general changes. in the buying desires of the P".lblic. 

Sometimes it is a change in fashion which is responsible and so:rre-

times the change is more soundly founded in industrial or scien-

tific development. 

Fash ion changes being largely fo nn.ed through whim and fancy 

are exceedingly hard to forecast. Further even when the fashion 

change has been recognized by the manufacturers it is di fi'icul t 

to foretell. how completely it will be accepted by the general 

trade. 

This fashion influence while applying mostly to ready~to-wear 

clothing makes its~lf felt along other lines as well. Color in 

the kitchen all the way from the stove and kitchen cabi-net to the 

cutlery responds in much the san:e way. Fads of various kinds are 

closely related and nm.st be watched closely as the demand. for fad 

items dies as quickly as it is born. 

Broad changes arlsing from industrial and scientific develop-

ments are sounder of foundation. Developments are usually both 

gradual and logical. Consequently they may be foreseen and gauged 

fairly well by the wide awake merchant. 
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The last five years tas seen a pronounced drift from home 

dressmaking to reac1y-to-wear. The ready-to-wear industry has 

lcwered its cost and improved its pro duet until there is c ansider-

ably less inducement for the woman ·at home to purchase materials 

and fashion her own clothes. This has meant a steadily decreas-

ing demand for all yard goods, silks, rayons, cottons and woolens. 

A splendid example of' change brought about by scientific ad-

vancement lies in Radio. The drift in demand from battery opera-

ted se·ts to electric ones has been swift and is limited mostly by 

the availability of electricity. The drift was plainly foreseen 

and was rather easily follovved. Consequently an adjustmnt in de-

mand· estimates is made wi ih success. 

However, scientific improvement in a general line such as 

radio, is much more easily kept track of than changes in isolated 

items. For instance· the Gyrator type washer vrhe n introduced prac-

tically killed the demand oveinight on the oscillator, cylinder 

and suction tne machires which had flourished for so long. This 

was rather unexpected and left an overstock of machines to be 

worked. out. 

In order to be aware of' impending general changes in customer 

demand it becomes necessary then to fbllow scientific and indus-

trial developments closely as well as the more unstable variations 

of the fashion or fad influenced lines. 

It might be thought unnecessary to mention the necessity of · 

guaging the general trade or pr.osi:eri ty conditions when attempting 

to decide whether we will sell more or less than last year as it 
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so ostensibly is bound up with our vo lun:e of business. It has 

been a rather general thought. however that the mail order busi-

ness suffers from adverse ccnditions in prosperity less in pro-

portion than the local :rmrchant. In times of financial stringen-

cy it becomes doubly necessary for the potential customer to save 

at every point. Consequently, granted the mail order prices are 

lower, there may be an increased tendency toward mail order buy-

ing. 

However that may be when crop and general trade conditions are 

unsatisfacto~J we may look for a general drop in demand. 

Other reasons for modification of last years sales figures 

from a general standpoint lie in the lack of chronological coin-

cidence of the seasons. For instance_ Easter varies considerably 

from year to year in its date •. Ah increase in the sales of many 

- i terns occurred early in March 1929 , inasmuch as Easter caill6 t award 

the end of that month. The corresponding increase in sales in 1930 

did not come early in March but instead early in April as Easter 

was ~arly a month later. It is evident then that a blind depend-

ence on 1929 figures would have resulted in very incorrect estimates. 

Similarly we find certain i terns which depend on changes in the 

weather for increases. in demand ratmr than on chronology. Rain-

coats and rubbers sell \7hen the bad weather occurs, not before. 

Fans and bathirg suits alike await the warm weather. Overshoes 

and s tonn clothing are not demanded until the snow storms arrive. 

In this factor oi~ the lack of weather uniformity i'rom year to 
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year we have a difficult problem to solve. Consequently we can-

not ca:npletely avoid trouble. The only course of action lies along 

tm line of average :performance. This requires that we mu.st judge 

carefully when on the average the regµ ired change in weather is due 

and estimate accordingly. The last years figures must then be shift-

ed to meet the condition which has obtained in that line as far as 

chronological periods are concerned. 

w·e have seen that the law oft' averages gives us a general simil-

arity in sales performance from ·year to year. The similarity ends 

however with being general owing to the many nsales Change" fa(}tors 

which are operating toward changing them. Experience has proven 
, 

however that on the average 1:he previous years figures will locate 

the general level af sales we may ex~ ct. The dir~ction and degree 

of variation from this general level is caused rather definitely 

through the specific effect of various of the ttsal es Change" fac-

tors which apply. Intelligent attention to these factors should 

make possibJs ei tber a logical forecast of the sales changes pro-

bable or an explanation or corroboration ·of sales changes already 

definitely under way. 

It is perfectly obvious that some of our estimates must be 

:rpade prior to the t:ime when the sales actually start in the new 

season or from the new catalogue. Then as the seas an wears on 

we continue to malre estimates as before but Wit..~ the difference 

that part of the sales lie behind us and are available to use 

as an indication of their future trend. 
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We will discuss first ihe creation of estimates in advance 

of the season. We are faced with this problem before each cata-

logue and before each trade season. It is readily apparent that 

previous sales tendencies may not be blindly projected into the 

new season inasmuch as conditions are usually changed. We are 

then dependent entirely on sales figu:re.s from last year and an 

application against them of the sales change factors which are 

pertinent• 

It is recessary therefore to first carefully examine every 

sales change factor which could effect the item or line in ques-

. tion. A general .ratio figure must then be arrived at which ex-

presses the probable ratio of the future sales this year to the 

corresponding sales of last year. For example it may be decided 

that owing to certain changes in the factors we should expect 25% 

more sales this year than last. 

Naturally the next step is to deter.mine .exactly what last years 

sales were in the period for which we wish to make estimate.s. These 

figur~s are easily procured from stock record books. 

The percent of increase or decrease as detennined above is 

applied to these figures, and we have as a result our estimates 

for the desired period. 

'11b.e application. of this General Ratio Method as stated should 

be limited to pre-season estimates inasmuch as after the season 

starts we have more assistance in the way of current figures. It 

is also limited to those items or lines for l'lhich we have last 
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years sale fig,ures either on the sane merchandise or on something 

which is similar. 

An example of pre-season esti:rm ting is shown through the ac-

companying table. 

LINE - ELECTRIC F..t\JiTS - SALES CHANGE RP ... TIO 125·% 

Cat. No. May June July 
Last Year 100 160 80 

950 Estimate 125 200 100 
Last Year 40 60 36 

952 Estimate 50 75 45 

After the season has been fairly started or a new catalogue 

has been out for perhaps a month we find it possible to put the 

estimating on a much sounder basis than prior to the season. 

In order to avail ourselves of the aid of last years figures 

we still find it necessary to establish a sales change Ratio. 

Before the season opened we considered the force of tbe sales 

change factors. necessarily from an angle of opinion only. Now 

howev~r we have available sales figures which are the results 

of the·. operation of thooe factors. Briefly then we have a tan-

gible indication of what changes the sales change factors did 

effect. 

These factors are still responsible for the changes as be-

fore. However where before the season we hypothecated a ratio now 

we have an actual ratio. The actual'ratio is the- ratio of this 

seasons sales to date to tm · sales for the same :period last y~ar. 
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In th :Ls percentage of increase or decrease we should i'ind re-

fleeted the effect of the various changes in the "Sales Change" 

factors. 

When the peri.cd "to-date" is short we :may not rely on the 

ratio too much as we wish to use the average effect of the fac-

tors., and the average is obtained best over a longer pericxl of 

time. 

The actual process of estimation through this current com-

pari son im thoi may be best explained in connection with the accom-

panying table. 

Item - GYRATOR WASHER 
Sales to Date 

bept. Cat. No. Current Corresp. Ratio Oct. Nov. 
Last Yr.200 300 250 

1102 100 125 80% Est. I 

We see in this example that so ·far in the new fall catalogue 

we are selling only 80% of last years correspond~ng figures. Can 

we assume then that we will continue to sell 80% of last years 

figure$ during the future months in question. This 80% ratio is 

the product of certain definite changes in our sales factors. We 

must be certain that the changes vmich effected the 20% decrease 

will still continue to obtain in tbe future. 

We are not justified in merely assuming that the so;& figure 

will hold. Some or our sales change 'factors remain the same thr-

oughout the life of the catalogue , while others may change at any 

time. l!,or e :x:aruple, the prepaid plan was announced shortly after . 
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July 1st, 1929. Inasmch as this plan is in effect in 19ZQ so!m 

consequent increases over 1929 spring sales should be experienced. 

However, we could not take such a rati? of increase as developed 

in May and apply it against. last years figures for July because 

the same relative conditions would not obtain. 

Consequently it becomes absolutely essential to carefully 

check the Current Comparison. :E_lati o against the sales change fac-

tors and answer the question - Why did .the sales act this way? 

If' the apparent change in factors supports the arithmetical ratio, 

then we are justified in applying this ratio against the future 

corresponding sales. It must be remembered though that tb.e same 

relation in conditions betV1een this year and last must exist in 

the f'u tu re periods being estinn ted as existed in the period to date. 

In this connection particular care must be ta}:en to avoid mix-

ing catalogue periods. For instance the todate figure this year 

might include tha midwinter sales book as well as the general cata-

logue vrhile last years figui"'es did not include such an extra sale. 

Of Col'.lX'se a large increase is shown. This ratio of increase could 

be use~ to forecast sales during the sales book. However it very 

clearly does not :represent the ratio of the general catalogue this 

year to the general catalogue last year. 

This metJ:.cd we are discussing is widely used in rebuying. 

Therefore we cannot make too clear ihe, fact that two rules must 

be observed. First - the arithmetical ratio arrived at should be 
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supported by the conclusions drawn fran an examination of the 

sales change factors. Second - the sana relative conditions 

wliich developed the ratio must continue through the ~riod in 

question. 

We will discuss the t.i.rst rule i'u.rther. If the current com-

parison ratio is not well supported by a consideration of all 

factors, it may be arbitrarily modified to a more logical 1'i gure 

and prob:;ibly should be. As an example we may develop a ratio of 

150% and yet find little reason for such an increase after a 

thorough consideration of all tm sales change factors discussed 

previously. In suab. a case the ratio should probably be arbitrari-

ly reduced to 125% on the supposition that the sales increase of 

BJ% was the nature of a freak and would not continue. 

This is illustrated in the table which follows: 

Item -. Unbleached Muslin ... Sal es to Date 
Cat. No. Curr. Correa. Ra tic Sept. Oct. Nov •. 

·' 

~ Last Yr. 4000 6000 4800 
7115 3000 2000 125'b Est. 5000 7500 6000 

The second· rule was stated as follows: "The same relative con-

d.itions which developed the ratio must continue through the period 

in question". Sometimes the period we are covering extends over 

a change in catalogues. In such a ease one basis of estimating 

should be used for one plrt of the l;>e.riod and another for the rest. 
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This may be illustrated with an item which is in both the 

general spring book and the Mid-SUnmer Sale .Book. The sale book 

is in full effect about June lst. In our example we find it 

necessary- to estimate tor April, May and June• 

~ 

Item - Work Shoe 
Sales to Date 

Cat. No. Curr. Correa.1 Ratio lAnr. May June 
Last Y:r 500 400. . 800 

8590 1000 - l.500 7~ Est. 300 .. 315 1000 

This table shows that our current general catalogue sales are 

only 707,& or last yea.rs. A thorough consideration of the various 

sales change factors reveals perhaps a poor cut and smaller space 

than used last year. We teal justified therefore in assuming that 

the 70% ratio should approximately measure the ratio in sales for 

April and May. Jn application of this percentage to the corres-

ponding figures of those months results in t~ estimates as shown. 

About the first of June however we find the new sale book will 

take full effect. The VK>rk Ehoe in question is listed in this book 

at a considerable reduction in price and is featured using half of 

one page in space. We find that last year the shoe was in tba sale 

book also but did not have an equal publicity nor price advantage. 

We now 1'.i.nd it necessa~.r to use the pre-season General Ratio 

Method to make an estimate for June as certainly tm old General 

Catalogue comparisons are no longer .valid. In the example our 

best judgment brings the conclusion that we should sell 25% mo:re 

than last year. Consequently our estimate for J'Une is made 
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accordingly. 

Thus we see that we have used two different ratios on account 

of. two periods being included which have varying conditions ob-

taining. 

It is impera.ti ve that the re buyer so recognize the existence 

of mixed :p3riods. 

It is evident that the current CO:mp3.riaon method may be used 

where tm last years_ figures of the same article are available. 

It has been used also w1 th la.st years sales of a similar article 

when tm same one was not so listed. In order to use such a simi-

lar'artiole h?wever, it is obvious it must have had the same· level 

of potential appeal. If in order to obtain a foundation for an 

estimate an article be selected for comparison which is far from 

identical misleading figures will naturally result. 

.Another methcxl of estimation however is used which makes it 

possible to make ccmparisons suoeessfu.lly although tba similarity 

erls~s in general nature only. 

The Radio line has been greatly changed every year due to its 

rapid development. The changes have been both in the instrument 

and in the cabinet styles. It baa been practically impossible at 

any time to pick an item of the previous year which was closely 

siinilar to the number upon which the estimate was being made. 

Clearly then we cannot make direct comparisons number by number 

to obtain sales estima tea. 
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Instead 1 horvever we will establish a general· radio set sales 

curve f':rom preVious years figures and use that as our basis. This 

curve is expressed through a set of relative percentage figures 

developed as follows. The sales figures of all radio sets of the 

prev.Lous year are totaled by periods am the percent established 

which each period bears 1o the total seasons sales. such a table 

of i:ercentages is given. 

Line - Radio Sets Percenta~e Chart 

Month - July Aug. Se:pt. Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May 3'J.nEl 

Curr. ~ 1 4 10 25 20 15 10 6: 4 3 l l 

iACC • ~ l 5 15 40 00 75 85 91 95 .98 99 100 t 

After .a table of this ldnd is constructed the sales variations 

should. be care:tUlly. checked against any sales change factors which 

might tend to modify the·i:ercentages so as to better apply to .the 

current year. 

When the pa-rcentages have been agreed upon they are used in the 

estimating in the following manner. 

First, we should state that some initial pre-season estimates 

must have been made along tJ::e lines discussed previously. Once the 

season is fairly started however the percentages come into play 

by giving a sales ratio of any period or group of periods to the · 
. ' 

P3 riod or group of pericxls whi eh already has produced definite 
·: 

sales. 
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For instance if we stam at the first of' October estimating 

for October, November and December, we have July, August, and 

September behind and their sales available f'or comparison. Note 

the following table. 

Sales Estimates. 
Article No. To Date Oct. Nov. Dec. 

Percent~e 15% 25% a:>% .. 15% 
1500 75 125 100 75 
1502 00 50 40 30. 
1506 100 200 200 150 

This shows how the percentages are taken from the percentage 

chart as previously worked out and applied to the creation of 

future estimates using the sales to date as a basis. In this way 

every radio set is worked out on the same sales curve basis. It 

is not true of course that exactly the same sales curve will be 

f ollaved when the actual sales are experienced. The vagaries of 

the custonar will not allow the law of averages to work out that 

exactly. 

However each set will follow on the average the general sales 

curve set by the percentage charge ··inasmuch as all of' the sets have 

the sane ~easonal appeal. 

This Current Line Percentage nathod may be successf'ully used 

in any line where a number ot items are concerned which have the 

sa.zm general seasonal appeal. It is :particularly applicable where 

the item or line changes its designs~ patterns, colors or other 

essentia:l characteristics from season to season but does not change 

its :f\J.ndamental seasonal appeal. 
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In such cases this method is the only one available which will 

give satisfactory results. In the past this :imthod has ~ot been 

fully taken advantage at am. some times unsatisfactory comparisons· 

have been attempted instead. Even when designs or patterns have 

been chi:lnged attempts have been ma.de to pick out certain definite 

dropped 1 tems for direct can:parison by the Current Comparison 

method. Such attempts usually produce unsatisfactory results for 

obvious reasons. 

Even when identical direct comparisons may be ma.de from one 

year to another it is quite possible that the percentage method 

will produce the more accurate estimate. We know the sales 

curie of even the sane item will not exactly repeat itself 

e.ven though seasonal conditions do. The hunian equation is bound 

to cause variances. 

When we average the perf'onnance of several items which all 

have the same seasonal demand we will logically arrive at an aver-

age sales. eurve for the line which is very likely to prove the more' 

~ependable even for the item which is relisted. 

For instance we may have a line of staple patterns in i:eroales 

which are relisted from year to year. Although a direct compari-

son pattern by pattern with the last years sales is possible, bett-

er estimates may be obtained by constructing a percentage chart from 

last years figures. The sales of all of the patterns are added 

toge·ther to build this chart. The estimates for this year on each 

pattern are all made then on the same basis as averaged out over 
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the whole ·· 11ne. 

Some mention has been made before of the dif'ficulty encount-

ered in estimating the demand ot an entirely new item. By a new 

item as discussed here is meant an item which is en ti rely new in 

nature and in sales appeal. 

The pre-season estimate is particularily hard as there is no 

approximate level of sales trom which to start. We have no pre-

vious sales figures on which to form. a ratio. Consequently we 

must procure our estimates from thin air, so to speak. Sometimes 

however we may be assisted by figures furnished by the factory in 

case. the item is not new on the market. At any rate the aim should 

be to make the initial estimate very conservative even to the point 

of r1 sking stock trouble so that our next estimate may be made on 

the basis of current sales. 

This policy proves a paying one as it many times proves im-

possible to guage the ma.11 order sales possibilities of these 

1 tems. Sometimes what was intended for an initial order of one 

months sale-proves to be a seasons supply. 

I The next estimate does have the benefit of curi .. ent sales 

figures to date. However there still must be constructed the 

sales curve Which the new item will probably follow. Of course 

no previous sales can be the basis of a percentage chart tor tb.i s 

item. Instead oDe is fonned from a consideration or the uses for 

the article and in consequence in what periods the demand should 

most logically come. 
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Although we bave now seen that the making of estimates has 

at the worst considerable foundation, the fac~ that estimates are 

forecasts Of the future tends to encourage an atmosphere of in-

definiteness around those estinat~s and the making of them. 

However the fact that som uncertainity must exist does not 

mean that the making of these estinntes must be in any way inde-

finite. If the estimates are fo:i:mad intelligently then definite 

_ideas must be formed. Careless thoughts of "about so many" and 

ttbetween so and so and such and such tt will not be :productive of 

good results. A definite target should be aimed at and certainly 

a steady gun pointed directly at tm middle is more liable to hit 

the.bulls eye than a shaky one waved in eccentric circles in the 

general direction of the ·target. 

Very definite estima. tea must be made in o rd.er to really force 

to a foous a consideration of the various pertinent factors des-

cribed in tm foregoing pages. These must be made by periOa.s too 

so 'that shipments may be scheduled with a satisfactory turnover'.in 

mind~ 

The periods for which these estinates should be made are de-

termined in connection w1 th the cons truoti on o:f.' the purchase order 

which will be explained in the next chapter. SUtfiae it to say that 

the :periods themselves are very definite and require a definite 

crystallization of thought on the part of the rebuyar. 

For example he must say to himself something like this, "Ill 

too next two weeks I will probably sell 72 - in the following 
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month 160 - and 120 up to the 20th of the following month"• 

To force a definite treatment of these estimates by periods 

the experiment has been very auccessf'Ully tried at Kansas City of 

having the rebuyer write his estimates by periods on to the flap 

of the purchase order in red pencilo This will be explained 

further in the succeeding chapter. 

This writing of estimates not only forces the rebuyer to de-

tini tely crystallize his judgment but it affords anyone examining 

the order the knowledge as to just what the estimates are on which 

the order was built. 
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VI PURCHASING ( REBUYING) 

CONSTRUCTION OF 'llIE PURCHASE ORDER 

It is fitting to again point out the fact that in the placing 

of purchase orders the re buyer is dealing with two widely di:ti'er-

ent elements. The :f'irst is the MAKIID OF ESTIMATES and the sec-

ond the OONSTRUCTION OF 'llIE PURCHASE ORDER FRW: THESE ESTIMATES. 

The re buyer may not have al ways realized them as independent of 

each other nor treated them that way. However the lack of real-

ization of it does not eliminate the difference between them nor 

eliminate the necessity for separate treatment. 

We have seen that the making of estimates deals w1 th en 

att~pt to neasure peoples desires and the extent to which they 

will bring thoses desires to us for satisfaction. It is quite 

apparent that the process for the measuring of peoples wants has 

no vital connection with the process we use to insure ce.rtain 

turnovers and irregularity figures. 

In this chapter we will discuss at length the various factors 

whieh enter into purchase order construction and which detennine 

turnover. If not before surely after considering the points 

brought out in this chapter a realization will be had t~at the 

principles governing the making of' estimates and the principles 

governing the construction Of purchase orders are entirely inde~

enden:li and deserve independent thought and separate treatment 

al though used togetm r in "tl?-e purchase order. 

An analogy may be drawn to the construction of a building. 
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We can plainly see the difference between the creation of steel 

beams by the steel mill and . the use of these beams in construct-

ing a buildi ~. The steel mill has problems o t 1 ts own in pro-

ducing reliable steel beams ani the beams are pl'Oduced irres-

peeti ve of whether the lnilding which uses them will be five 

atorie a or fifteen. The construction of the. building .is planned 

by the architect to occupy certain space, rise so many stories, 

and serve certain uses as desired by those building it. 

It is apparent that "the principles used in creating the 

steel beams are of an entirely ditf'erent nature from those used 

by the arch i tact in drawing his plans. 

These steel. beams represent in our analogy the estimates 

of demand and the architects plans represent the principles 

gov~rning the construction of a purchase order. 

As the arch i teots plans a.re shaped to result in the build-

ing which is desired so tb.a purchase order plans of construction 

should produce definite desired results in the way of turnover 

and irregularities. 

Every factor concerned in the eons tructi on of purchase orders· 

is rather definite aDd fairly easy to detennine. 

These factors a.re explained as follows: 

Count-to-Source Time 

After the stock is counted the rebuyer must detemine what 
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his needs are and then create the purchase order. 'The order must 

then be censored by the Division SUJ;l9rintendent and the Branch 

House Su:perintendent cit Merchandise. am be mailed to the source 

of supply either direct or through the buying office. The count-

to-source time is the elapsed number of days between the date the 

stock is counted and the date the order reaches the source of 

supply. 

"Ori terion" Time 

By the terra criterion time is meant the time agreed on be-

tween the source of supply and the buying office as being necessary 

for the source to usually use after the order is received in order 

• to prepare the merchandise tor ahipn.ent • · This time is shown by 

the bu.ying oi'fice on the. so 'ealld "Ori terion Sheets which are 

issued to give canplete information concerning the buying arrange-

ments with the SOlrce.· The term "Criterion" time is derived from 

these sheets. 
I l 

"In Transit" Time 

After the source of supply has prepared the m9rchandise for 

shipmrnt and then released it to tbe transportation tacili ties, a 

certain number of deys is consumed before the merchandise arrives 

in tbe receiving room available f'or use. This interval is termed 

the "In Trans! t" Time. 

''Replacement" Time 

As the name indicates the replacement time is the nmllber ot 
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days after tm count is taken before the me rchandiae arrives 

in the Becei ving Room. Obviously· it is ma.de up of the count-to 

source time, the criterion time an.a. the In Transit time totaled. 

Stock Cushion 

We have discussed the stock cushion previously and have seen 

its function as the minimum working reserve which we attempt to 

, keep on hand to take cara of unexpected increases in demand. !n 

practical use therefore we attempt to maintain this stock 

cushion by·bringing the new merchandise in a certain number of 

days before we believe the old merchandise will tun out. This 

certain number of days is then the stock cushion. 

ReguJ.ar Coverage Period 

By the regular coverage period we mean t:OO usual number of 

days stock ordered at any one time. A moments consideration 

will bring the conclusion that on tbe average :the length of the 

coverage period determines how often orders will be written. 

1 For example if the regular coverage period is thirty days 

it meallB an order must be written on the average every thirty 

days. Of course it is more expensive to order often. Extra 

purchase orders take tim to specify, write and involve extra 

clerical wolit incident ·to their oreati on. The longer coverage 

periods are thereto re the most economical from an operating 

standpoint. 

~rieroe bas indicated that thirty days constitute a 
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reasonably satisfactory coverage period trom the angles or 
both economy and etticiency 'in ordering. 

Diagram. 

The diagram belOH shows in a graphic way the relation be-

tween the factors as discussed above and shows several addition-

al factors and hew derived. The horizontal lim from lef't to 

~right represents the passage of time in days • 

.-
Count-
-lo-

St>UrCf!. 
lime 

C ri+rr';on· 
/Im~ 

The relation between the various factors entering into the 

construction of purchase orders is clearly indicated in this 

diagram. These relations are exceedingly and fundamentally im-

portant ,as they govern or at least should govern absolutely the 

procedure of purchase order construction. 

Several points in connection With the diagram remain to be 

explained although most of them are self explanatory. 

This is the date on which tm factory is to ship the merchan-
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. dise and. is naturally just at tm end of ·the re riod allowed for 

the criterion tine. It therefore follONs the stock count date 

by an interval equal to the sum of the count-to-source time and 

the criterion time. Fi©tred from the other direct! on it precedes 

the run-out·-date by an interval equal to the sum of the stock 

cushion and in-transit time. 

Arrival Date 

This is the date on which tl:e merchandise now being ordered · 

is first available for use. It naturally follows the shipping 

date by an interval equal to the time in transit. 

Run-out Date 

At· the time the new order is placed we estimate that the 

old merchandise which is then on hand and on order will run out 

on a certain date. This is called the Run-out·Date. 

This date is the starting point of our order construction 

and one of the main elements used in determining when to order 

and what shipping date to specify. 

It is important to establish a certain definite date to 

which we should cover. A study of' the diagram shows that if 

we allow for every factor which is agreed upon as necessary 

our order must caver to the end of the regular coverage period. 

It is apparent of course that the new mercharidise being ordered 
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is not actually used until the run-out date of the old nerchan-

dise. At that time however it will start being used and will 

last to the end o.r th9 regular coverage period. 

The cover-to date is obviously arrived at by adding to-

gather the re:placement time, the stock cushion, and the regular 

coverage :r:e r.iod, and then adding this total number of days to 

the stock count date. 

Our new order should then be constructed so as to cover 

our needs u:p to this cover-to date. Consequently it is necessary 

to make all estimates up to . this point only. 

· Order Point 

The diagram :plainly shows that if all factors are to be 

allowed for, the count date on which the order is :placed must 

precede by a certain definite interval the ru.n-out date. This 
! 

definite interval is ihe nuni>er or days figured by adding the 

replacement time to the stock au.sh ion. A glance at tm diagram. 

wi 11 sh av this clearly. 

This interval is called tm Order Point. 
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There are three very definite decisions whio h must be made 

by the rebuyer in connection with placing purchase orders. The 

first is WHEN to order, the second is HOW MUCH to order and the 

third is WHAT SHIPPmG DA'l!E to specify. The construction of our 

purchase order hangs primarily on these three points. 

We Will proceed therefore to put these three points on a 

definite basis and show how our construction factors discussed 

pre'Vi ou.sly enter the picture so that the order may be construct-

ed by very de:f'ini te iulea. In fact not only may the order be 

constructed by these definite rules but the order~ be construc-

ted .bY these det.lni te rules so that the various factors already 

agreed upon as necessary will be allaved f~ro 

It must be remembered that we are dealing now, 11' you please, 

w.i. th architeet's plans ·and construction work and not with the crea-

tion of the beams at 'the steel mill. In other words we are now 

ready to use our estimated demands according to certain definite 

construction rules so that the order when built will answer the 

requirements written in the merchandising plans. 

As the rebuyer 1n ms his stock record book '00 a new page 

and starts the consideration of a new number, he must answer 

det.i.nitely this qµeation. "Shall I place an·. order now or shall 

I wait until some ftt ture time before placing it?" 

We have seen previously that an. order should not be placed 
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too late or soDB one ot the following factors will not be allowed 

f'or; count-to-source time, cri tar.tan time, in-transit time and stock 

cushion. 

On the other hand it is not well to place an order bef'ore 

it is necessary. The closer we are to tm period being ordered 

for the more clearly may we see our needs. Also it is usually 

easier to place a new order then to cancel or defer shipment on 

an old one. These reasons are mtficient to indicate why we 

should usually not place orders before our construct ion factors 

require it. 

If we must not place an order too late nor on the other 

hand ahead of our necessity it becomes well to recognize the cer-

tain point very definitely when it is proper to place the order. 

This is determined· by t~ Order Point discussed previously. 

This order point represents tb.e interval between the c Cllnt . date 

and run-out data with all intamediata :factors pro:r;erly allowed 

for. 

~o put it briefly - \HFN TEE STOCK ON HAND PLUS ON ORDER IS 

DOWN TO 'l.HE OBDER POINT IT IS 'l!O.E TO ORDER. 

The above is a defi.nite mle to be. followed by the rebuyer. 

We will illustrate the working of this rule. Suppose the 

count-to-source time is 7 days, the criterion time 15 days, the 

in-transit tine 8 days and the stock Cushion per.tod 15 days. 
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7 JS' I g I ,,:; I 1' ' Ir II' 1' 1' . 
C.ount"' Ot'Jer' sh1~1rur ArriYol f?..,.n .. oul 
1)0. te .. tdory c.fe D~te Dcft'e. 

·A reference to the diagram shows that if we are to allow for 

the various elements mentioned we must place our order 'when our 

present stock on hand and on order is down to a 45 day stock. If 

we get lower than that some element cannot be allowed for. 

our order point in this example is therefore 45 days. 

·When the rebuyer turns his page then, and asks himself' the 

question "Shall I place en order navor wait", he will ask 1\lr-

ther in this case "Am I down to a 45 day stock on hand and on 

ordern. 

If the answer to this last question is in the affinnati ve 

then he should proceed at once to the construction of the pur-

chase. order. If the answer is in tte negative he passes at once 

to his'.,next page :KNOWING he is justified in passing it by. 

A alight qualification of the order point is necessary owing 

to the interval between stock ,counts. 'Th.e stock may not be 
' . . quite down to the order point but will be before the next stock 

count •. In such a case it is a practical expedient to, add two-

thirds of the stock count interval to ~he order point and thus es-

tablish an order point range •. 
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, II;' in the· example we have taken, the interval between stock 

counts is 15 days then we would add 10 days to the order point and 

establish a range of. 45 - 55 days. If then when the stock record 

page is examined we seem to be down for example to a 00 day supply 

we should place an order. Otherwise when the· next stock count and 

specification period arrives we will be down to a 35 day stock which 

Wi 11 cut our time too short. 

It is qui ta clear tl:en that an individual order point should 

be est~blished and used for every item. To obtain the proper 

order point the rebuyer shculd estimate care:tUlly the average 

count-to-source and in transit times. ilso the eri teri on tine 

used by the factory and the stock cushion should be set care-

fully. The criterion time as established by the buying office 

will be usually used unless experience indicates a different 

figure is more nearly correct. In that case he should use the 

figure which actual experience dictates. These four pericds of 

time should now be added togetbe r in order to obtain the order 

point. 

This order point figure should be entered on the stock re-

cord page so as to be readily available. 

In using this order point it is important to note that a 

definite run-out date must be .established so that a comp;i.rison of 

the stock condition with th} order point will ~e possible. 

In the last analysis therefore the rebuyer nmst answer this 

definite question. "On what date will the stock which I now have 
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on hand and on order mn out't? After this date is set he 

will figure hem many days stock it embraces and then compare that 

figure w.i. th t ha order point range. 

If it is within the range he will then proceed to construct 

the order. 

After the rebJ.yer has detellllined that his stock lies with-

in t:OO order point range and that therefore it is necessary to 

place an order, he must next decide _on how mch to order. 

Som times for special reasons Which we Will f!P into la~et' it 

is pro:pe r to order more than the actual current needs. Even 1n 

such cases however the needs form the basis for too order and in 

the large majority of cases only the current needs canprise the 

order. We will 'therefore first consider how we may detennine how 

much. we need. 

Harking back to the diagram of constru.cti on facto rs we see 

that wr mw order should cover definitely through the regular 

coverage peri cd and up to the cover-to date. Such a coverage 

then would take ca.re of' our current needs. 

The first step therefore· is to determine our cover-to date. 

The rebuyer will do this by ·adding the replacement time, the stock 

cushion and regular coverage period together and then adding this 

total number of' days to the stock count.date. 
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The interval between the stock c cunt date and the 

cover-to date we will designate as tbe period of current needs. 

It next becomes necessary to create the estimates ot demand 

for the period ot curi .. ent needs. The methcds tor creating these 

estimates were discussed in a previous chapter. We are interested 

here in how to proierly use these estimates. 

We have new the total demand estimate tor the per.Lod ot 

current needs. It nerely remains now to subtract trom this ea-

timate the quantity which we have already on hand and on order. 

The result is the quantity wbich we need to place on the new order 

being written. An illustration af this procedure is given below. 

·On Hand 

75 

Replacement Time 00 Days 

Stock Cush.ion 15 Days 

Reg. Coverage Period 30 Days 

Period of Current Needs 75 Days 

Stock Count Date May 15th 

Cover-to Date (75 Days Later) Aug. lst. 

Estimated Demand 

On ordet- Bal.Mav 
~ July "'J'une Total 
1=': 

100 60 ·i 150 100 310 

Needs 

135 

· It no special considerations make 1 t necessary or economical 

to ol'der more than tm current needs figure as just developed 

then that figure ia used as the quantity to order. 
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Sometime however special consideratian.s enter in as mention-

ed which do make it either necessary or profitable to order more 

than the current needs figure. 

Factories put u:p certain .1 tems in standard p:i.ckage which 

they will not break. These packages may run all the way from 

small cartons containing pe maps a dozen girdles to a case con-

taining two thousand yards of flannel. Also minimum quantities 

are somtimes insisted upon, an order for less than which· the 

factory refuses to handle for reasons pertaining to efficient 

production. and handling. 

In such eases as above cited it beca:nes often necessary to 

increase the quantity as arr! ved at for current needs to. comply 

with these required conditions. It is wise however to actually 

detennina the current needs in all cases so that we may be sure 

the nearest standard pa,ckage is. ordered. Sometimes it is wall 

to reduce the quantity slightly rather than to increase it a 

great deal. 

'several conditions may obtain to make it profitable to 

omer more than th~ current needs. This was mentioned in a for-

mer chapter, in conn.ecticn with a discussion of the storage 

tu.notion as pe_rf'orm.ed by the inventory. 

Transportation savings may often be effected. Mu.ch heavy 

vol~ narchandise is shipped in carloads. Inasmueh as carload 

rates are much less than L 0 L rates it becomes profitable to 
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Order extra quantities and carry stock even two or three months 

sometimes in order to ship by carload. 

Inasmuch as shipimnts by freight weigh~ng less than 100 pounds 

are charged for at a 100 pound mimimnm, it is economical at times 

to increase the quantity for current needs to 100 pounds. 

Factory tems sometimes specify that a partial or total 

freight allowance Will be given i:f' orders are of certain sizes. 

In such cases cons:ideration should be gi van of course to increas-

ing the quantity for current needs so that the freight allowance 

may be obtained. 

· Special discounts are ottered by factories pirticularly dur-

ing the dull season to encourage large orders ahead of the sea-

son. Many times tbese inducements are too great to ignore. Sane-

times arrangements along. this line a.re made by the buying offices 

and. in other eases it is left to ·the rebuying offices to take ad-

vantage of such special discounts. 

Quantities larger than current needs are usually specified 

in tbe case. of :Import merchandise. This is economical up to .a 

certain point on account of the extra charges which each import 

shipne~t incurs:rregardless of value in the way of customs and 

importing fees and expenses. 

Sonetiiras it. is Wise to bring an entire sim months stock 

6:1' imports in at once. Urually howeve.r two or even three ship-
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ment s may be mde with economy. 

We have discussed above a number of cases where possibilities of 

economy or extra prof!. t exist through ordering more than our 

currents needs figure. In a pre'Vious chapter we discussed this 

fu.nction of storage as ~rformed by our Inventory stock. In that 

connecticn we pointed out the necessity of weighing each case 

on its own mrits. 

On o:oe side of the' scales we have the direct savings effected 

through qu,anti tY shipm3nt in transportation charges, special dis-

counts and import expenses. On the other we have the carrying 

charges as well as the :possibilities of a decline in market and 

overstock losses. 

The rebuyer finds it definitely necessary to consider all 

these points in determining more than the current needs should 

be ordered. 

It is one of the prirm.ry rules of re buying that the var1 ens 

lines. of · stock should be kept balanced. · If a perfect balance were 

maint~ned then every item in a certain line would run out the 

same day if the stock were not replenished. It is obvious that 

a balanced condition allows the maximum efficiency in service 

from a minimum total stock. 

1/Vhen any line of stock is covered to the cover-to date, 

such an exact covering has a constant leveling ott and balancing 

ettect. 
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When extra quantities beyond the current needs are ordered 

··for any reason, especial care must be taken to see that the extra 

stock is balanced between the various items. Special work sheets 

are sometimes necessary to accomplish th is. It is important to 

note that a de-finite extended cover-to date must be set in order 

to allow the extra qu~ti ty desired and at the sane time keep 

all the item;J in the line balanced to the aam date. 

After deter.mining the qµanti ty to order the rebuj'er nmst 

next decide what date or dates to specify on which the merchan-

dise is to be shipped. 

A glance at our construction factor diagram shows just 

where the shipping date should 'be if all the factors· are e:x:act-

ly allowed for. 

Co~:: C,rifer;o,, ln-
-rrtJ,.,sif ..,.-,;,,e., me ·'11ine 

•"'"~""~· 1' :. 1' 
fotlnf o,.-Jrt' 
o~te '~•thfls 

./d.dorr 

') 
S/IJff/NfY 

DATE. 

/~ .· 
hmyol 
Dot~ 

If we· were ordering at just the r.l..ght time we could de-

termine our shipping date . by estina ting the date the order 
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would reach the factory and then adding the regula:z;- criterion ti.Im 

intervall .This would result. in the proper shipping date. 

Merchandise shipped on this date would then arrive in time to 

allow a proper stock cushion interval before the old merchandise 

runs out. 

However we find fran a praoti cal standpoin~ that usually 

we are not ordering at just the right time. A fluctuation in 

sales has perhaps brought us below the omer point. It is ob-

vious that in such a ease some one or more of too construction 

factors must be reduced by tbe number of days we are late in 

ordering. 

Let us revJ.ew the factors involved and decide wha. t may be 

reduced and how. 

The count-to source time .may be reduced by wiring tbe order 

to the source ot supply. The. reduction possible here is naturally 

limited to three or f'01r days. We may attempt to reduce the cri-

terio~ time by simply not allowing t.he source the specified time. 

The in~transi t time may be reduced sometimes by a change to faster 

routing. Finally the stock cushion may be reduced if· found necess-

ary by setting the shipping date so the narchandise will arrive 

closer to the estimated run-out date. 

The setting at tm shipping date when the total time is 

shorter than proper·· involves a detini te alloting of ·the reduction 
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in time to the various elements just mentioned. It must be de-

cided the:refore where the reduction should best be ma.de. Part-

icularly if ·the stock cushion iS small we should avoid a reduc-

tion in it as the maintenance of the service. to our oustamrs is 

exceedingly important. A reduction in it simply means, on the 

average, more out-of-stock irregularities. 

The sending of telegrams and the using of faster transporta-

tion involves extra expense which should of course be avoided 

whenever possible. 

Tbe reducti en in the criterion. time has no objection from 

our Viewpoint. It seems tm ref'ore logical to make any necessary 

reduction in the cri tenon tiioo. The whole question involved 

here is whether or not the source will be able to reduce it for 

us. 

In setting the criterion time the maxinru.m time the source 

desires is usually m.sed. Often·.:;mercbandise is on hand or will 

be ready sooner ttian. the criterion time indicates. It does no 

harm ·therefore to ask for quicker service than the cri terlon 

time a"l.lows. If the source is able 1x> ship early we have gained 

the time we were short. If the s c:urce is not able to ship as 

desired, we of course may not complain. 

Our time may be so f?}lort that it may not all be taken up in 

the criterion time. It may be necessary to reduce the other 

factors as well. 
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A consideration ot these points then reveals the best pro-

cedure to be used in setting the shippil\S date. 

If' we grant that we wish most of all to maintain our stock 

cushion we Will start at the run-out date previously determined 

and back up by the amount of' the stock cushion to determine the 

necessary arrival date. The in-transit time interval will be 

subtracted and we have now come back to a shipping date which 

if observed will allow the regular transportation time and re-

gular stock, cushion. 

In a ln-yers market particularly the cutting of' the.criterion 

time is possible as 'the varicus sources are willing to give extra 

serVice in order to get business. 

An example is ~iven which shows how the shipping date is 

arrived at. 

Count-to-Source time 7 Days 

Ori terion ·Time 2J " 
In-Transit Time 10 ff 

Replacement Time 37 Days 

stock Cushion 15 n 

Order Point .52 Days 

Stock on ham and on order down to 40 Day stock. 

Days late in ordering - 12 

Count Date - !\[a.y 1st. 
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Run-out Date (40 Day Stock) - June 10th 

·stock Cushion 

Pro:re r Arri val Date 

In-Transit Time 

Proper Shipping Date 

15 Days 

May 25th 

10 Days 

May 15th 

This develops then the very simple rule for determining the 

shipping date. DETERMINE THE IDN-OUT DATE. BACK UP FROM THAT 

THE NUMBER OF DA'YS OOMPRISING THE S'ID CK CIJSHION .AND IN-TR.ANSI T 

TIME. The resulting date should be used as the shipping date. 

On some orders the opportunity arises to save money by 

spli:tting the shipment, having part shipped on one date and part 

on another. The point :Involved in this connection is the saVing of 

interest charges by reducing the amount invested at any one time. 

Every separate shipnent of course incurs certain expenses 

in handling and extra clerical work in connection with receiving 

records and invoices. Splitting shipnenta may also involve extra 

transportation expense if each section does not constitute a 

profitable shi1I11ent • 

Obviously then shipnents should not be split unless the 

saving in interest charges outweighs the additional expenses 

mentioned. 

This splitting becomes possible usuallY, on heavy .,items 

which are ordered in large volume. For instance carloads of 
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Gyrator. washers or tir.es might be shipped very profitably each 

week. On most lines of narchandioo however it is found that one 

shipment a month is proper. In other owrds if we are ordering on 1 • 

time for current needs only the entire shipment may come in at one 

time. 

When occasion does arise however to split shipments the ship-

ping dates of the respective sections are each one arrived at by 

the rule as.given. 

Tm rule as stated however does admit some exceptions. Some-

times the tenns on the price contract are such that the invoice 

is not payable until the following month regardless of what part 

of the month is shown as the date of the shipment and therefore 

the date of the invoice. For example an invoice dated May 25th 

With such tenns would be payable in June. If the invoice is dated 

5 days later, June l~t, it would not be payable until July. We 

see then it is possible in this case by delaying the shipment 5 

days to save a whole months interest on the investment. 

'In view .of this it' is wise when such terms prevail to make 

an exc'eption to the rule wlen the shipping date works out in the 

last se:veral days of the month. 

When therefore such a case does e:x:ist we should defer the 

date to the _first of the month if by so doing the stock cushion 

is still iargely maintained. For .instance if the stock cushion 

is 15 days a deferment of 5 days would. be allowable. The allow-

ance in other stock eushions would be in proportion. 
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It is true of course that a hard and fast rule would cause 

incorrect action in special cases if enforced blindly. Various 

cases have peculiar conditions which might make it advisable to 

vary the rule to ru it. 

At any rate a thorough understanding should be had oi' tbe 

relations between the various elements involved with the shipping 

date so that special cases may be handled with these relations 

in mind. If they are ignored trouble will result. 

The large majority oi' cases however are not special and will 

therefore be subject tb the gem ral rule as stated, and the ship-

ping date Will be set so as 1x> maintain the proper stock cushion. 
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· At the outset ·of this section devoted to the construction 

of tm purchase order it was brought out that we should place 

every point in the work: on a definite basis. \Ve have seen in 

the discussion in this section that it is possible to i'ol"i:n 

very definite rules which should gover-A the construction of 

the purchase order. 

The inherent lack of certainty in our estimates Imlst not 

engender a sympathetic lack of certainty in cur construction 

of the purchase order. Two errors are certainly worse than one. 

Errors consequently should and certainly can be Eliminated in our 

construction pro'cedu:re. 

· A bricklayer may not be positive tba t the brick he is pu:bi11ng 

in a wall bas been made just exactly right. In fact it may be 

inferior and crumble in a few years. If he builds the wall for 

that reason carelessly and out of plumb matters are only made 

.worse and the wall Will go to pieces sooner than otmrwise. 

If estimates are carefully made and reflect an intelligent 

consideration of the proper sales history and sales change factors, 

they should average out quite well. Where they .Prove about ~orreot 

the definite construction procedures as outlined will bring just 

the condition of the inventory which is proper. 

If the estimates prove to be considerably wrong we find that 

with the order logic~ly constructed the ill effect of the errors 

is minimized and that usual1y we will have the shortest di stance 
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to go to correct tb.e error. Also we still have the knowledge 

that ihe order was built logically and along definite understand-

able lines. Any errors may then be asily traced back and definite-

ly located at the proper place. 

It seems to be clear enough that there is every reason to 

support this use of definite construction procedure and no valid 

objection.a.~ 

Considerable attention must be gi van to the estimates so · 

that they are the product of definite lines of thought and not 

just a guess or a blind agc~ptance of sales history figures 

easily available. · 

The rebuyer in order to estimate along definite lines mu.at 

be equipped then with definite information regarding the sales 

change factors as outlined as well as com.perati ve sales history. 

On important changes in the factors his judgment should be supple-

mented by advice from those whose e:x::p3rience should be or value. 

<;>ne expedient which serves to enforce definite lines of thought 

is to :i;eqµire estimates to be made by pericds and actually written 

down. Also we find that where this is done a critical examination 

of the estimate is much easier. In addition tbe entire construction 

of the purchase order is assisted inasmuch as definite estimates 

by periods enter into tlle construction factors. 

On the flap of the standard purchase order fonns are spaces 
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for the stock condition to be ab.own as well· as the sales history 

figures Which are to fo:cm the basis f<Sr the order. Spaces are 

regularly alloted in which to show the corresponding ·sales for 

the i:eriods for Which we are to estimate. 

At Kansas City an expe ritnent bas been tried in the writing of 

purchase orders which directs the estimating and the order construe-

tion into tba definite lines advocated. 

In addition to the regular information shown on the flap as 

described above ttie rebuyers write in the spaces in red pencil 

just exactly what demand they expect in the particular period 

which is shown under tb.e heading of corresponding sales. Further-

more both the sales figur~s and estimates are to be shown up to _ 

the cover-to date only which is noted at the top of. the last 

colunm. 

Also a stamp is applied to the flap of the purcba.se order 

which when tilled in shows part of the essential factors to be used 

in constructing the ordero 

The form below shows that - section of the purchase order 

whieh illustrates our point. 

Count On On II I I Corresnondin~ Sales JI I Total 
Date Hand; Order ,, I I Bal.May I June J"uly a:> /1 I Q.uanti ty 

5-1S' JjS" JftJ I I I I )fO fj{) 60 ,, ' {,p 

" J, 36 70 'f.S-
II r 

BEPL. IltUi. • .a,ll....CBlT, T!Mf._..,.J~ 
... --- ~-.~ ---- -
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The rad figure estima tea afford very definite material to 

be used in eonnectio~ w.i th the ccnstruction f'actors in arriving 

at tm proper quantity to .order and the shipping date. 

Our chief point in this connection is that the leading of the 

rebuyera mind into definite and proper channels is best accomplish-

ed by reqµ iring essential factors to be shown and conclusions 

crystallized into figures by definite periods. 

It might be observed that the shewing of this information 

on ttie :f'lap of the order should mean no waste of the rebuyers time 

as there is nothing shown which can be omitted from his consideration 

if he builds his order upon proper estimates and according to proper 

procedure which will bring the inventory condition desired. 
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APPLYml RETRENCHMENT OR EXPANSICN POLICIES· 

A gemral survey of the inventory and commitmen. t condition 

inay at varirus tines reveal it. as unsatisfactory. It may' of course 

be either . too large or too small. 

This c mdi ti on may be brought about by unsuccessful rebuying 

so that as a result stocks are not being kept at the proper levels 

and thus. the performances set in the budget are not being mt. 

On the other hand the unsatisfactory phases of' the inventory 

and connni tment condition may arise from a change in extern.al Jliattera 

which make a major change in our. merchandising position adVisable. 
. 1, 

The general "·level of inventory performance is set at the time the · 

budgets are prepared With certain conditions prevailing in connection 

With the ge~ral trend of the market and general conditions at 

sources of su.pply. 

It is quite natural then for conditions to change within the 

budget period so that a shift in position is nnde necessary. For 

instance falling nnrket makes it profitable to hold the inventories 

at the, lowest level possible as expl8.ined in a previous chapter. 

In such a case a retrenehment policy shculd be made active as 

quickly as possible after the change in conditions becomes apparent. 

I:t iale over inventory posi ti·on is the resu.l t of unsuccessfU.l 

rebuying usually ·the stock is unbalanced and an overstock exists 

in certain spots. A certain measure of retrenchment is in order 
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here in order to balance oft the overstocksrand bring the average 

level more nearly into line. 

On the other hand a ru.rvey of the inventory and commitment 

figures may reveal an Underbough t oondi tion so that there is danger 

ot excessive out-at stock irregularities. Again a rising narket 

may be imminent so that larger stocks carried would make for 

greater prof! t in the end. 

· In ei th.er 'case an expan'si on policy for the inventory is in 

ordero 

We have then. the possibility of conditions arising which make 

.necessary a general policy of either retrenchment.or expansion.in 

inventory and commitments. 

Once a change in policy is decided upon we find it necessary 

to establish the nathod of practical application so that the desir-

ad change may be accomplished. 

The most obvicns a:pplic ation of such a change lies in connec-

tion with the storage section of a.tr inventoiy. Storage being 

over and above 1he current needs may be reduced With the least 

trouble resulting. On the other harxl many opportunities present 

themselves for building additional .storage if such is desired. 

One group of ele!l'l3nts affecting storage lies in oonneotion with 

transportation cha.J?ges. If our policy change is toward retrenchment 

many cases can be found where we are obtaining low .unit transporta-

tion charges th:rougb. ordering quantities larger than our current 
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needs. If new considera.ti ens are thrown into the scale in favor 

of smaller inventories the savings on transportation. charges ma:y 

be aver balanced. 

As a result instructions may be issued to eliminate carloads 

or special weight shipments. In which case the transportation 

savings must be outweighed by the opporiunitie~ to save presented 

by limited inventories. 

If an expansion of inventories is in order we may then take 

advantage of every opporiuni ty to mam special weight shipments 

and in ittis way reduce transportation expense. 

Quantity purohases are often possible at special discounts 

thus obtaining extra profit. These may be reduced or eliminated 

according to the degree of reduction in inventory desired. Of 

course particularly large discounts may outweigh·, the possible 

savings of reduced stocks. Havever in a falling market a discount 

which appears substantial may be more then. wiped out by the reduction 

of market prices. 

Conversely if inven1x>ry expansion is desired the mald.ng of 

qµan. ti ty purchase to obtain special discounts is encouraged and 

tm storage section of our inveniory takes on a semi-speculative 

aspect. 

If the change in the storage section of th.$ inventory is 

not sufficient ·to meet the re~ired degree of change in the in-

ventory, ;then the ordering for current needs must be affected. 
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We have two sets of factors to worlc with, those goveming the 

demani e stinntes and those governing the construction of the pur-

chase order. 1he change in policy m.aY be applied to each separate-

1y. 

Sonatimea in.estimating the demand a.contradiction in sales 

change factors may arlse so that it is dif:f'icult to know whether 

to choose the indication of the larger estimate or the one which 

points to a smaller. 

In such a;:.case if the policy change is one of retrenchment 

the snaller estimate mould obviously ·be chosen. Similarly an 

expansion policy would reqµ.:lre that the larger estimate be used. 

Arbitrary adjustments are sometimes made in demand estimates 

regard.le_ as ot how well fotm.ded the estimates may be. Thia plan 

tends to apply the change in policy even at considerable risk of 

error in effecting the change. The estimates as logically arrived 

at may be arbitrarily tl:En increased or decreased a certain flat 

percentage. 

Of course a reduction made on such a basis gains something 

only when the adjusted figure proves to be correct. Ii' the sales 

prover as originally estimated a supplementary order must be 

placed and possibly an out-of-stock condition is encountered. 

.Changes 1n inventory and commitment condition may be veey 

directly effected through a change in the construction of the 

order. 
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We bave seen that the stock cushion is the average low point 

of the inventory. We may obviously increase or decrease our in-

ventory then by raisi~ or lowering this J..ow level or in otbar 

words increasing or decrea.si~ 't:\1;e stock cushion. . . 

Tbe average high point of the inventory is the stock cushion 

· plus the average amount received at any one time. Therefore the 

inventory level is affected not only by the level of the stock 

cushion but also tm amount brought in. More split shipments 

will therefore accomplish a lowering ar the top level of the 

inventory and reduce the average inventory. 

The ettect on the average level of inventory of the stock \. 

cushion. and amount· brought in at one time is shown in the diagram 

belON. 

-If Yf rdf'. f7,y;., /,,,,,/ 

-Jlttrt1r /erp/ 
4 Y(Jnlf" )ow j,,yp/ 

This diagram shONs how "the inventory drops to the swck 

cushion as a low point and rises to a high point made up of the 

stock cushion plus the amount brought in. .The average level 

is then between these two points and is governed by them. 
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It is clear that the average level of inventory may then 

be reduced by altering the stock cushion and the size of the 

shipments - at an added expense however. A reduction in the 

stock cushion means more out-of-stock irregularities and a re-

duct! on in the size or 1he shipnents means a greater number of 

them. and therefore additional receiving expense. 

In order to reduce the commitment condition also a shorter 

regular coverage p:lriod must be adopted. It must be reioombe:red 

however that the shorter the regular coverage period the oftener 

must orders be placed with a consequent increase in rebuying ex-

pense. 

· In shortening the coverage per.lod there i.s a limit to the 

possibilities as the construction factors, replacement time and 

stock cushion must still be allowed for in the total coverage 

period as well as of course som length of time for tm regular 

coverage period. A reference to the construction factor diagram. 

in Chapter Si:x: will make this point clear. 

It is apparent fran the discussion in this chapter that en 

emergency increase or reduction. of the inventory and commitment 

condition may be brought about through definite changes being 

accan.plished in the various factors and elements which make up 

the inventoiy or which are involved in purchase orders. A 

study of these points of change makes it possible to consider 

fully any factors of added eXJ;lense as mentioned and then to set 

forth not only the definite method to accomplish the change but 

to re@l.la.te ihe degree of change in a f'airly definite way. 
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REVISION OF Om>ERS 

In spite at the ef'forts Which are exercised toward placi~ 

the original purchase order along logical and definite lines, we· 

mu.st realize that EVERY ORDER PL.A.CED IS INOORBECT. 

It must be remembe:red, that estimates form the basis of' the pur-

chases as specified. Estimates are inherently inaccurate as they 

deal with futures. Our total demand estimate as used in the order 

may have been 100. There is an exceedingly sma:Ll chance· that· 1 t 

will prove to be exactiy 100. It may be 99 or 101, 90 or 115, 

80 or 135. The variance of course measures our re buying ability 

to estimate closely. 

If we grant then that the original. orders as placed are in-

correct we are faced with the problan of altering them according 

to more recent developments. We can never make the orders absolute-

ly right hONever as the actual f1gures are never revealed until the 

period is p:ist. 

'lhe order was originally placed in the light of eu.rrent in-

clicatipns existing at that time. Later developments in current 

sales or sales change facto rs will change the aspect of the ai t-

uation so that different demand estimates am therefore order 

~ecifications seem to be correct. 

I 

It is important to realize in this connection that if all 

estimation and construction factors are carefully end definitely 

used when the ord~r is created there is less chan.g;e for a large 
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variance from actual performance then ~ f the o mer is created 

w:l. thou t the satlB careful consideration. 

These errors in the specifications tend to disturb the 

performances as set forth in the Budget and as ostensibly aimed 

at in the procedure of the order construction. 

If the estima. tes used were too low it is apparent that the 

old narchandise will run out before the planned run-out date. 

Therefore the shipping date as s,peci fie d will not bring the ner-

chandise into stock so that the stock cushion will be maintained, 

It is true of course that the stock cushion exists for the very 

purpose of absorbing demand changes just like this. However if 

the demand increase is large enough to wipe out tl:e stock cushion 

then we have an out-of-stock condition with all of its attendant 

troubles. 

If tm estimates used prove too large then the old merchan-

dise will las:t longer than originally thought. The shippi~ date 

as {:Specified will bring the nerchandise in even ahead of the stock 

cushion peli.cxi so that we mve in cur inventory really more than 

our current need demands. This higher level of inventory increases 

our interest charges and is indicated by a lowered turn.over figure. 

It seems an obVious conclusion that the errors which develop 

in the orders should be corrected as quickly as they become apparent. 

The matter hoVJever is not a:> simple as that. Making corrections in 

ones figures on a sheet of pai:er is one thing and making the correc-
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tions on the purchase om.er after it has been in the possession of 

the source oi' w.ppl.y i'or som time is another. 

The alteration of the order may be distastefUl to the s01rce. 

Perhaps the me~handise is being made especially tor us end it has 

already been pa.t in work. Perhaps the source has purchased raw 

. material on the strength of our orders. Perhaps the merchandise 

has been i;e.oked and set aside for us. Also even with no other 

objections a reqµ.est i'or a change in the order demands clerical 

attention in the changi~ of factory forms and perhaps a revision 

of factory schedule • 

.Al.though an occasicnal change might be effected with no 

hesitancy a number of them would create protests. Yet a constant 

stream of corrections would have to be sent if we co:r;rected every 

·error. 

To protect our own :interests however we can not a.t:f'ord to 

ignore corrections which should be made. our service and turnover 

figures would ·suffer immeasurably if this were not done. It mu.at 

be admitted. however that many petty corrections would be the source 

of expense to us as well as the sources. 

From a practical standpoint then it wruld seem that a com-

promise must be effected. It is extremely important that necess-

ary corrections be effected if at all :possible. Each case must 

be weighed in connecti.on w1 th all pertinent factors which obtain 

both wi 1h us and at the source. 
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So that no necessary corrections be missed we find it assen-

tial to cover each case thoroughly and take action through definite 

procedm:e. 

We are first cantronted with tbe mcessity of detennining 

when an appreciable error has become apparent. This the".rebuyer 

should accomplish at the time he makes his periodic check of the 

stock record books~ 

In our previous discussion we pointed out the proper pro-

cedure for the rebuyer to use in covering the b?oks with new pur-

chases in mind. He is to answer certain definite questions the 

first among them being "On what date will the stock on hand plus 

an o;rder m~ out?" So much for determining whether to place a 

new order or not. 

Before he turns to a new pa.ge however he must discharge his 

responsibility for the revision of orders already mde. 

Consequently he will. answer this question "On what date will 

the stock on hand run out?" He must then compare this date with 

the date on which the merchandise already on order is scheduled 

to arrive• If the arrival date leaves more or less than a rea-

sonable stock cushion then a correction seems necessary. 

If we constructed our purchase order originally according 

to the proper procedure we find that the error was not in our sel-

ectian. and use of construction factors~ In fact the construction 

factors useq. were designed to maintain the inventory level in 

such a way that both service and turnover goals may be attained. 
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It seems then that· our order revision shculd aim at the 

restoration of these factors which have been distumed. Con-

sequently it should be our purpose to reestablish a reasonable 

stock cu.shion and the proper coverage period. 

A reasonable stock cushion however need not be as large as 

the stock cushion used when the order was created. As we approach 

closer to the mn-out date the uncertainty of demand may become 

less so that the stock cushion ·need not be as large. 

For example - on June 20th we originally specify the order 

75 days before the estimted run-out date. We may allow a thirty 

day .cushion as tre sales demand is quite uncertain. The arrival 

date scheduled is August 5th and the run-out date estimated is there-

fore September 51:h. Thirty days after p~aci:og the order or on 

July 20th we review the item and decide that our estimates were 

too low and that the run-out date will probably be August IDth. 

The arrival date of August 5th allows only a l5 day cushion. 

However we are much closer to the date we are estimting than 

before and our estimate is more reliable. Consequently\:we may 

let ih.e shipping date remain..undistumed as tm reduced stock 

cushion will anstver the purpose intended. 

If however in our e:x:anq>le a review on July ffith :indicated 

the run-out date would advance to August 10th, the stock cushion 

would be :reduced to 5 days which is too narrow a margin for 

safdJty. In this case corrective action seems necessary. 
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This sa.n:e general :rre thod of' determ.inati on should be used on 

each number and overestimates checked as well as underestimates. 

If' the run-out date is sonawhat later than originally estima. tad 

the stock cushion may beoone large enough to justify the expense 

and trouble of attempting to reduce it to a more reasonable size. 

We have spoken also of the necessity of' re-establishing the 

p:ro:per coverage i:arlodo This involves the placing of a new order 

or the cancelling of part of an old one according as the coverage 

needs to be extended or reduced. 

In the above discussion regarc11ng the general policy of. 

revision some intimation was given as to the proper action to 

be taken in various circumstances. · 

We have seen that both underestimation and overestimation 

of our· demand produces an incorrect level of' inventory. 

In the case of under esti:mati en the point bas already been 

made that the run-out date advances so that the planned stock 

cushion is reduced. If' this is reduced below the level of 

reasonable protection then. ~he ·arrival date must be advanced. 

Usually this may be acaomplished by advancing the shipping 

date by n:eans <?f a letter or even a telegram to the source of 

supply. 

Sonntims the advancing of the shipping date proves impossi-

ble or insu.f'ficien t. In such a case the only other factor left 
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which may be variable is the transportation. If the routing is 

specified as freight we may change part of the qµ.antity to be 

shipped express and thus ad.vs.me the arrival date. 

It is obvious that if we have underestimated our demand 

for any part of-the total coverage i;eri<Xl. (count date to cover-

to date) we are in. an undercovered condition. If the. degree 

is very substantial then obviously new orders must be p:J,aced 

at once to cover the en tire peiiod properl.y. 

These mw orders will be placed of course according to the 

regular rules·established in Chapter VI. 
\ 

. In thif~ case of overestimation we have seen that .the run-out 

date is further away than originally estimated so that the planned 

stock cushion is enlarged. If a caretul consideration. shows the 

economy of attempting to reduce it to normal size then our pro-

blem. is to delay the arrival date. 

This of course is accomplised by reqµesting the sources of 

supply to ship on a date later than that originally specified. 

In addition it is evident that we are now covered for a 

:period. longer than originally planned and l.onger than our con-

struction factors make necessary. This extra coverage may be 

enough. to justify some action particularl.y if it runs past the 

end of the season. In the latter case the quantities on order 

should be reduced through cancellation. 

Usually a c~cellation is a disappointment to the scurce 

of supply and for that reason may be questioned. For this rea-
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son requests for cancellation are made through the medium of the 

buying office. 
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IX .ADJUSTINl INVEN1lO RIES 

mFOUGH SPECIAL MEASURES 

Severel auxiliary points deserve consideration in connection 

with adjusting inventories. Special :naasures are used at times 

to assist both 1n maintaining stock and reducing stock already 

on hand. 

lfill.e points to be considered which relate to the maintaining 

of stock have to do with special measures taken to insure the pro-

per stock being obtaimd, in ad.di ti on to tl:e placing of' pu.rchase 

orders in the regular way and reVising than when necessary. 

Not always do the sources of mpply ship on the dates as 

specified. Inasmuch as the maintenance of 'the proper stocks 

depends on the ne rcba.ndise being ~~shipped as specified it becomes 

important to insist on the shipping dates being followed. 

Most shipments are ma.de on t:ime without any punch-up on 

the source of supply being necessary. Sonetimes however invoices 

do not arrive shaving that shipments have been made as specified. 

In such a case an inquiry should be directed to the source 

of aipply at once. It is wise at this tie before sending the 

inquiry to ·review the stock condition to be sure that a sales 

recession has not occured which would make a def'ennent in shipping 

date advisable • 

Although most of these so called punch-ups are meaa after 

the shipnent is overdue, soim should be made before it· is even 

due. 
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Sometimes a particularly important order is involved or 

an order for naw merchandise expected at the start of a new 

catalogue. Even though there is no part.icular reason to ex-

pect delay, it becomes an added safeguard to write a letter 

before shipment is due calling attention to the ·importance 

of shipping on time end asking for a reply stating that ship-

ment will be ma.de as specified• 

The same procedure is often used when the source of supply 

involved has a reputation for slow deliveries. 

In order to insure that an adequate supply of n:erchandise 

will be available, it becomes necessary sometimes to exercise 

partial or even complete control over production at the source 

of supply. 

This policy is generally used in connection with items which 

are needed in large volume. This is pirti cularly true men our 

business dominates in the factory or where the i tern is of special 

construction used by ourselves only. 

It is not difficult to see 'that when the item is not being 

made fbr the general trade or where it takes a considerable length 

of time to manufacture it, that an. increase in demand would find 

an inadequate.:~-89-Pi>l.-Y ~less an organized schedule of production 

is installed which fits into the demand estimates. 

When such a production control is exercised it heads up in 

a centralized control unit :usually in the buying of"!ice. 
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Estimates are accumlated there and in f'act centralized rebuying 

is effected on the items in qJiesti on. 

The sales estinntes as made for all houses are then used in 

conn~ction with f'actol'Y output figures to set a definite daily 

and weekly production. 

Unreliable service from sourc~s ot S\lpply sorely complicates 

the nntter of properly maintainii:g inventories. The responsibility 

for this situation lies w1 th the buying offices. Nevertheless 

tm rebuying office is responsible for following up any offending 

source vigorously and reporting continuous dif'f'iculty to the buying 

of'fic·e. 

The blying of-1.'ice may arrange for another sa.irce of supply 

either as a supplementary one or to replace the original source 

al together and the change may be just a temporary ona or perma.-

nent. 

That particular arrangement is decided upon which will result 

in the most assistance in maintaining stocks. 

Sometines it becoms impossible to procure merchandise from 

the regular scurce of supply before the stock is exhausted. 

In case a shiplater or substitution is not possible or de-

· sirable tben. an omission is necessary unless the merchandise in 

question can be "picked up"from a local or nearby source. 

SometinBs these local sources are manufactu:rers but more 

often .are wholesalers. At any rate tbe pick-up coat is usually 
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more than the regular. However it is preferable to pay a. pre-

mium and fill the rustomers order than to refund thereby dis-

appointing the custon:er and losing even the reduced profit. '. 

Very often pick-up purchases are a tremendous help 1n main-

taining adequate stocks. 

The exchange of stock between houses 'makes it possible to 

replace m rchandise more quickly many times than otherwise possi-

ble. Someti:rm s the stock is ordered on account of a notice of 

overstock sent to t:te various houses, and sanetines it is ordered 

merely in the hope that the other house al though not overstocked 

might spare some f'or accomodation. 

The accom.odation transfers mould be asked for only in emer-

gency as the other Housers stock con.di ti on may be injured and also 

many times the nerchandise costs more than if bought from the re-

gular source of rupply. 

Special measures for reducirg stock are necessary only when an 

overstock exists. In a previous chapter we have seen the importance 

of eliminating overstock• Here we will consider ways of doing so. 

When an item which is overstock constitutes a satisfactory sub• 

atitution for anotmr item which is not overstock, the substitution 

is made. If the mbsti tu ti on is particularly close, the stock of 

the original. is sometilm s allowed to ru~ out so that the overstock-

ed number may find an outlet in these substitutions. 
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The excharge of stock between houses was mentioned in the 

last section. Overstocks are reported continuously between 

houses and a considerable amount liquidated in this wayl The 

coo ting is so arranged that the buying house pays the same as 

i~ the shipment came from the factory. 

Two meth o:l s exist of carrying out this overstock tre.nsf'e r 

procedure. 

The one system provides for a direct notification of over-

stocks between all hen ses and a placing of orders direct from 

the house wishing to purchase to the house wishing to liquidate. 

The only di fficuly encountered in this procedure is tre duplica-

tion of orders. In other words two different oraers f'or the same 

overstock may be pla_ced. One order will be omitted and the buying 

house will be nade late in ordering from the source of supply. 

The other method provides for a central clearance unit where 

all notices of overstock are sent as well as al.l purchase orders 

written on the B:)Urce for the overstocked numbers. The central 

unit then directs the transfer of stock and tra.nsmi ts all pur-

chase orders not filled from overstock to the s airce with a ·minimum 

of delay. 

Although the latter nethod accomplishes the overstock transfer 

is the most efficient way, some ad.di tional expense is involved 

vmich leave:s the precise methcxl to be used open to a decision 

from the merits of the case. 
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The liquidation of overstock requires considerable forcing 

in order to accomplish the end. The correct inventory position 

cannot be maintained and tba re buy budgeted :pe r:t:orman.ces become 

difficult to reach until at least that portion of the overstock 

which is in season is fo reed out. 

The general catalogue is of no assistance in this forced 

liquidation as the overstocked items are largely dropped numbers 

and those which are listed remain fixed in p:vice for the duration 

of the book. 

Special sale books are util.ized to very good advantage in this 

camecticm.. They are prepared comparatively quickly and can quote 

prices designed to not only stinn.tlate sales but actually liquidate 

a volume of m;; rchandise. 'l.'!b.e speed in preparation become a very 

important as overstocks on seasonable merchandise are usually not 

conclusively apparent until near the close of the sea.son. It is 

practically useless of ccurse to issue a book containing them 

after the season has ended. 

The distribution of these sale books is also a problem. A 

worth while saVing of postage can be effected by distributing 

them as enclosures in packages. This makes for a comparatively 

slow distribution when compared with a complimentary mailing. 

When seasonable imrchandise, fast going out of season is involved 

to a great extent, the encl.osure method is not satisfactory. 

Otherwise it :Ls economical and serves the purpose. 
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The Retail Stnres connected with the mail order fi:nn consti-

tue a natural outlet for overstocks of dropped numbers. Consider-

able pains are taken in make this merchandise readily available 

to the use of the stores. 

A large volume ot overstock is liquidated at reduced prices 

through the Employees Bargain Room.. Many broken lines, odds and 

ends are alea.l.'ed here which could not be listed in Sale Books 

or sold to the. stores on account of lack of quantity and assort-

ment deficiencies. 

J"obbi~ remains as the liquidation outlet of last reso:bt. 

Usually the jobber is looking for distress merchandise at fifty 

cents on the dollar. Consequently his otters do not many times 

fit in wi1il ones plans. 

While it· is important to force liquidation in every way possi-

ble yet it usu.ally is not wise to sacrifice imrchandiae if by 

carrying it ourselves for sometil1ie: we may be able to realize 

an increased price considerably aver the interest charged for 

carrying the mrchandise. For that reason it is often well to 

carry seasonable ~erchandise until next season rather than dis-

pose of' it ror.::.wllat' 1't will bring. 

It is apparent .that any one who would bUJt 1 t would do so 

w1 th the intention of holding it till next see.son himself. Cer-

tainly we are able to carry it as well as anyone ~lse and thus 

conserve to ourselves the final profit. 
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X SU!£1IARY AND CONCLUSION 

The problem confronting the rebuying organization is the 

very definite one of maintaining the inventory at the levels which 

are the most proi'i table. To state it more specifically the pro-

blem is to so conduct the day by day purchases at the thirty odd 

thoU?and items in our catalogue that the general levels will be 

reached in serv.i. ce and turnover performance which have been set 

forth in the budget sheets as being the levels most conducive to 

ultimate net profit and at the sa.im time that the elements of 

loss Will be reduced to the lowest possible figures. 

In the attempt to solve this problem we find that all too 

little contribution has been made from those experienced in the 

work into a co:mnon fund of information, in written fom which can 

be made easily available for those less experienced. 

Basic principles and definite procedures have been slow in 

crystallizing on account of the element of indefiniteness and 

uncertainty which has always predominated in the rebuying: at-

mosphere. 

As a con.sequence adequate control has been difficult to 

e:i:erci se due to a lack of definite lines· of detail along wbi ch 

to work. General lines of control have been established but 

the projecting of this general control into specific control 

has probably not yet approached its possibilities. 

OUr problem then resolves itself into the establish!mnt 

ot definiteness in rebuying principles and procedures so tha.t 
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the fruits of past experience may be enjoyed; so that a new 

rebuyer may utilize to a great degree the knowledge of the re-

buy organization gore before; so that a detini te control on 

tr.e unit inventories may be exercised by himself, his Super-

intendant, the Superintendent of Merchandise and the General 

Merchandise offices to the end that general nerchand.ieing · 

goals may be intelligently reached for. 

The ultimate solution of our problem lies in tre fUture 

when laboratory imthods of analyzing rebuy principles and pro-

cedureshave found their place and have had time to produce re-

sults • .A:t.,.le~st \Ve have attacked the problem,hcwever feebly, 

and indicated at le a.st in sone points the direction in which the 

eolution lies. 

A clear understanding must be had that two functions are 

performed by the inventory, these of storage and current reserve, 

and 'that decisions should be made independently and specifically 

as to how these functions shall be utilized. 

We have also seen that t ha placing of purchase orders re-

solves itself into two distinct parts, the estimating of demand 

and the construction of the order. We have discussed the fac-

tors which are involved with each part and have seen that they 

are in no way connected. 

Our conclusion is therefore that the estimating of the de-

man:l and the construction of the :purchase order must be treated 
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independently and definitely so that the proper allowance may be 

given to the varicus governing factors. 

We see tha absolute neoessi ty o:r definiteness and standard 

procedure whereever possible particularly as the estimating of 

demands is necessarily somewhat indefinite. In connect;cin with 

the problem of estinating future demand proVision must be definite-

ly made for the rebuyer to mve readily available all pertinent 

information regarding sales change factors. Also sales history 

must be used only in connection with and modified by these sales 

change factors. 

we ba. ve fo nnulated definite · rules to be followed in the con-

struction of purchase orders. These rules merely express the 

relations which actually exist between the chronological factors 

which are involved in the matter. They are important and are 

designed to lead the individual unit inventories into the con-

dition intended for them as expressed in general policies and 

budget figures. 

It has been pointed out that our work is not finished with 

th~ placing of an order. We must realize that rebuying work 

involves many unavoidable errors and that our success is maasured 

largely by our ealerity in detecting them. and effecting necessary 

corrections. 
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We stanl upon the threshold of new possible efficiencies 

in our mercbandi se oontrol. The progress we have enjoyed so 

far merely empha~izes the possibilities for better methods 

of procedure. The wastes and losses that exist in the general 

merchandising field indicate the need for even more scientific 

methods in merchandise inventory control. 

Tha future progress will. be accelerated tremendously when 

mercha.ndisi:og control principles an.1 procedures may be well 

standardized through universal collaboration between the best 

merchandisi~ minds, and where the experience of successful 

executives may be passed on not only to successors but to other 

merchandisers in tm same field. 


